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ABSTRACT
The Chesapeake Bay is a major east coast interstate estuarine
area which has many legal and management characteristics which
exist in other estuarine areas of the United States. This
report describes the historical development and resulting complex, interacting legal framework at the Federal, State. local,
and interstate levels which regulates the development of the
Bay1s resources. Several case studies are presented which
relate the complex legal framework to specific estuarine management problems such as water quality management, withdrawals
and diversions, and dredging and dumping. Using the legal
framework and case studies as a baSis. a suggested model statute is presented which may be of assistance to coastal States
1n improving the planning, development, management. and conservation of their estuarine areas. The report is written so
that it can be understood by the layman as well as the legally
and technically trained reader.
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PART ONE:
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

r.
TIlE BAY AND HISTORY

"Scarcely a Sllll1:ner passes that smneone is not
diallins:; on Gibson "Island for Captain Kidd 's treasur!,::.~

The history of Chesapeake Bay and its various tributaries is closely
bound up with the histories of Maryland and Virginia as colonies and
states and> importantly enough, with the early political and economic history
of the country.

That such a sweeping comment can apply to but fm;r other geo-

areas in America lends substance and a meaningful perspective to
the rather isolated treatment of the Bay's history which follows.
To the early colonists the Bay was a highway and marketplace, and the
main source of their prosperity.

In a country without roads, the vast net-

work of natural watenvays opened up nJany square miles of hinterland to
settlement.

The first Haryhmd frontier was land which bordered on the wate\",

and both the eastern and "estern shores of the Bay were settled up to the
mouth of the Susquei.anna before the interior counties ceased to be
of as "backwoods ll •

The Bay

W8S

traded

Oll,

fought on, and played on, and

"its inlets and estuaries \\fere so numerous and so accommodating that
had navigable salt ,,,ater within a rifle I s shot of his front

every
door."l

arguments have been made by historians in support of the academic thesis that Chesapeake country was the li.~tionts birthplace.
here that the

It Has

Company planted the first seeds for a representative

government, from vlbich sprang c,ur first state legislature.
quarrel betv!6en an early Virginia

advc!Tlturc~r
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What began a.s a.

and the second l,ord Baltimore led

to the first naval battle in American ,vaters, and subsequently to the first
civil war on New l.Jorld shorer;.

Richard Lee (who in June of 1777 moved that the

colonies be "fn:e and independent") and Patrick Henry \Vere t,,]O of many early
patriots to call Hatyland and Virginia tidevJater their home.

And becausJ. it

connects thickly settled portions of the eastern seaboard with the Atlantic
Ocean, the Chesapeake Bay has played an important role in many of this country's
foreign and domestic vJars.
The Bay's natural resources were recognized and appreciated from the begil1ning by colonial traders, planters, seamen and hedonists.

An inland sea \vi.th

a t,,,o hundred mile shoreline and a drainage system unique in North America, the
Chesapeake was seen to make its surrounding land lithe best water'd Country" by
provfding it with "the best and most convenient Navigation unit of any knOl.;rll
Country in the World."

Z

A seventeenth century traveler asserted that "no

Country in the World can be more curiously watered," and that. the Bay's tide:"ater
would l1ltfmately become "the richest place in all America.,,3

And an early Ameri-

can his tar ian described the Chesapeake as "that grand reservoir, into ,-i;:d.c:h are
poured all the vast rivers, 'vlhfch . • . open the interior parts of the country
to navigation, and render a commercial intercourse more extensive and commodious
than in any other region of the globe."

4

Such unqualified encomiums have not been limited to the Bay's mercantile
advantages.

Through history the beauties of the Chesapeake have inspired

bountiful, if lavish, description.

Of the more subdued testimonials, the fol-

lowing might be typica 1:
Tidclvater Haryland sits like a chaplet abol1t the
head of the Chesapenke. So persistent is the appearance
of Hater in the landscape that its land arca seems only
a little greater than the water area.
Its green shores
and necks and points and islands intertwine Hith the
complementary w2ter-)incs of the great bay, of little
bays, and of the shor'c~ of meandering rivers and creeks
and coves, with BUell bf.'wildcring variety that all pattern
seems to be los t. The 1and seems as often '.Vate r--locked

-6-

as the water seems land locked. Land and water here fondle
each other like caress ing lovers, and their embraces have
the welding intimacy of lovers' embraces. S
The seascape for this land of pleasant living has been at once the object of
commercial exploitation and the subject-matter for poets:
From Chesapeake men I come,
These men a sun-tanned, quiet breed,
With eyes of English blue and faces
Lived with many a watch of sunlit waters;
These men wi th cautious mouths and lazy stride,
grizzled chinned, hip-booted, oil-skinned men;
These men, they fear the Chesapeake,
And yet they would not leave her. 6
Thus filled with delight for those who live on its shores, the Bay and its tidewater seem now to exist in placid ignorance of their past.

Yet even now they

cannot escape their history, and in their history rests much of their charm.
Rivers, inlets and islands on the Chesapeake are named after Indian tribes ,.hich
dwelled there 3000 years ago.

And "scarcely a summer passes that someone is

not digging on Gibson Island for Captain Kidd's treasure."

7

The U.S. Navy's

Constellation, built on the Chesapeake in 1794, can yet be seen in the harbor
at Baltimore.

Annapolis retains the flavor of the Chesapeake as its narrow

cobblestoned streets and small colonial houses and mellowed old State HOllse
reflect the history of America.
And the Bay remains peaceful and proud, still remembered for the battles
fought, the freedoms won and the prosperity gained upon its waters.

It
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I.
1.

Notes

*

THE BAy AND HISTORY

2 J.T. SCHARF, HISTORY OF :t-tARYLAND 2 (Reprint 1967) (hereinafter cited as

SCHARF).

"These factors account for the rapid growth of the Chesapeake

country in population, wealth, and preeminence among the American continental colonies.

Had there been no Chesapeake Bay, it is certain that Vir-

ginia and Maryland would have increased in population and wealth at a much
slower rate."

A.P. MIDDLETON, TOBACCO COAST 33-34 (1953) (hereinafter

cited as MIDDLETON).
2.

Letter from Alexander Rose to Robert Grant, 33 VA, MAG. OF HIS!. & BIOG.
83 (1925).

3.

3 TRACTS AND OTHER PAPERS RELATING PRINCIPAI.LY TO THE ORIGIN. SETTID'.ENT,
A~1J)

PROGRESS OF TIlE COLONIES IN NORTH A:t-!.ERICA No. 12 at 11 (PETER E'ORCE

ed. 1836-46).
4.

WILLIAI--! ROBERTSON, HISTORY OF VIRGINIA AND OF NEW ENGLAND (1799) (cited by
MIDDLETON at 30-31).

For a random sampling of concurring views on the im

A

portance of the Chesapeake Bay in history, see R.N. CHRISTIAN, LIFE AND
LIVING ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY (1959); E. HOral!, Maritime Museum for the
CheS3p,eake, 119 YACHTING 158 (1966); and L. Webb-Peploe, The Chesapeake
Bay and its Tributaries (1923 monograph).
5.

p. WHSTACH.

TIDE\~ATER

MARYLAND 17 (1931) (hereinafter cited as WILSTACR).

And some writers get even mor.: carried 8Hay:
Those who have ,floated through the lagoons
of Venice, or the Bay of Naples, or traversed
the Danube through the Balkans, or the lli1ine
through beautiful and hif>toric illlineland; or
voyaged on the renoltmed Hudson, or through the
Golden Gate to Santa Catalin£l, have seen much
that is beautiful, but to then:, and others, be
-i-

it known that the moon never smiled on, nor
the sun's rays never kissed a face more
beautiful than that of CHESAPEAKE, THE
"HOTHER OF WATERS ~ "
C.lv. \vrigllt, Naryland

6.

C. BYRON, THESE CHESAPEAKE !:'iEN 19 (1%2).

Additional volumes of poetry on

the Chesapeake Bay are G. BYRON, CHESAPEAKE COVE (1953) and TIm WIND'S HILI.
(1969); A. DOWLING, ON CID~SAPEAKE SHORES (1959); G. SCHAUN, CHESAPEAKE HEMaRms (1957); and L. THURSTON, SONGS OF THE CHESAPEAKE (l897).

7.

E.S. Hiers, The Drowned River:

The Story of the Chesapeake Bay 29 (1967).
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II.

PREHISTORIC CHESAPEAKE

II

According to
ago.

ts, the Chesapeake was born about one million years

Before that it is presumed the whole of the Middle Atlantic region was

covered with water.

Over the vast amount of time that has passed since its

origin, the area has been roamed by all manner of beasts, from mastodons to
saber-toothed tigers, from giant plated armadillos to camels.

Chesapeake waters

were once the habitat for crocodiles, whales, porpoises, sharks, huge scallops
and gigantic oysters.
The Calvert Cliffs, in the eastern part of Calvert County, are well known
to geologists and paleontologists around the world.

The Cliffs were formed

during the Miocene Age (fourteen to twenty million years ago), "'I!ten the Chesa
peake's warm shallow waters and lagoon-like environment were favorable for the
breeding of whales.
lected there.

Many remains of ancient whales and sharks have been

In the past several decades the site has yielded at least six

vlhale skulls, five backbones and numerous smaller bones of Miocene origin.
The most recent discovery occurred in late 1968, \vhen the five-foot skull of
a twenty-million year old whale was found at the Cliffs. 1
In 1685 the first illustration of an American fossil appeared, drawn after
a specimen taken from the Hiocene bed:.; of Naryland.

There is not a great deal

of paleontological evidence from which to learn, but what has been found is
enlightening.

Among the fossils discovered to date there are a few teeth of

mammoths and mastodons, and the partial skeletons of camels, tapirs, peccaries,

-8-

wolves, bears, sloths and porcupines.

Geologists suggest that the beaches on

Gibson Island and the shores off of the Nagothy River yield indications of large·
prehistoric evergreen forests.
The Bay \,;as once a massive river valley Vlhich broadened as it ",as slov;ly
inundated.

The Susquehanna and Patapsco Rivers Ivere northern and southern arms

of the Miocenic expanse which slid into the sea.

We are told that, long before

man made his appearancethe Chesapeake country was a lush steaming region of
oceanic lagoons and marshes probably reminiscent of
present coastal South America. It is likely there was
no Chesapeake Bay at all then, only miles of shalla",
salty channels, broken by Vlinding sand bars, open to
the ocean not too far away. Here the sharks and porpoises
came to feed on a teeming fish life, and here the whales
were often stranded or drifted ashore if one can judge
by the frequency of their unmistakable bones. The bellmving of crocodiles fi11ed the air, turtles crept on the
sandy beaches to lay their eggs, and swarms of sea birds
swirled excitedly over the bars and tidal flats. 2
Primitive man left ample traces of his habitation of Chesapeake shores.
The pre-Columbian Indians built campsites and villages all many rivers and c:ceeks
along the Bay.

Broad layers of oyster shells and oval blackened pits filled

with charcoal and sma11 bones give evidence of prehistoric dwelling places.
The Patuxent River valley contains perhaps the highest number of fossilized
campsites in the entire Hiddle Atlantic area.
Other than this, the clearest preaf of the existence of the Indians-'"->vho
they Here and where they lived-may be seen in the names that Ivere taken by
the early discoverers and given to the numerous estuarine \Vatermarks:

from the

Wicomico to the Choptank, from the Pocomoke to the Potomac, from the Susquehanna
to the Rappahannock.

3
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*

II.

Notes

*

PREHISTORIC CHESAPEAKE

1.

The Baltimore Evening Sun,

2.

G.C. KLINGEL, THE BAY 171 (1967).

3.

See generally G.C. KLINGEL, THE BAY at 163- 174 (1967) and H.N. CHRISTIAN,

g. 1969, § C, at 1.

LIFE AND LIVING ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY (1959).
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III.

PLACE NANES AND INDIANS

Just as a great deal of Maryland's geographical nomenclature is derived
from the many Indian groups '\vhich dwelled and prospered there, thousands of
years before the first vJhite men came, so the Chesapeake Bay takes its name
from the tribe which the earliest explorers found living on its shores.
As early as 1590 the Bay appeared as the "Chesepiooc sinus" on a map published hy Theodore DeBry, who had relied upon charts drawn by the early English
explorers, Ralph White and Richard Rakluyt.

Apparently the name was a trans-

literation from the Indian "Tschischiwapeki" (meaning a pond, a bay, or "Great
Waters") although there are other theories as to its genesis.

Some say the

word originally was "Chesapiooc", taken from the Indian "Kchesepiock" meaning
"a country on a great river" or "a highly salted body of standing water."

Others

maintain that "Chesapeake" is very simply the Indian equivalent for "Hather of
Waters," much as "Mississippi" is said to mean "Father of Waters."
others think that

And still

shellfish bay" is the proper interpretation. I

Approximately two-fifths of the tributaries flowing from the Chesapeake
Bay retain original Indian names, and most of these Here given by the early English settlers.

Among the better knmvn creeks, rivers, sounds and other watenvays

in the state arc the Potomac, Patuxent, Patapsco, Pocomoke and Piscatavlay; the
Magothy, Manokin, Metomkin and J:<Iattawoman; the AssaWoman, Annemessex and Assateague; the Chincoteague and Choptankj the Susquehanna, Sassafras, Seneca and

-10-

Severn; the Nanjimoy and Nanticoke; the Onancock and Occohannock; and the Ral'pahannock and Wicomoc:o.

2

The majority of the Indians in 1':1aryland were of the Algonquin family, ,,,hich
consisted of numerous smaller tribes.

Other large groups ",ere the Iroquois,

the Nanticokcs, the Susquehannoughs and the Piscata,vays.
most Indians "1ere Piscataway and be

On the western shore,

to various smaller tribes, among them

the Mattawomans, the Hattapanys, the l'atuxents, the Potopacs, the Chopticans
and the Yaocomicos.

On the eastern shore, the Nanticokes ,vere divided among

the Assateagues, the Anneme.ssex, the Choptanks, the VJickamisses and the Wicomicoes. 3
Soon after Captain John Smith crossed the Bay to the eastern shore on his
first voyage of exploration, he encountered Indians:
The first people We S8\;) were two grim and stout
salvages upon Cape Charles; with long poles like
jaue lings, headed with bone, they bo 1d ly demanded
what we were, and what we 'vQuld; but after many
circumstances they seemed very kinde, and directed
us to
the habitation of their
where we were kindly intreated. This kiGg ,;,'as
comeliest, proper, civill sa
we incountered.
His country is a pleasant fertile clay
, some
small creekes; good harbours for sma 11 barks, but
not for ships. They s
the
of POI,hatan,
wherein
made such descriptions of the bey,
isles, and rivers, that often did us exceeding
pleasure. Passing along the coast, searching E~very
inlet and bay, fit for harbours and habitations.
Seeing many isle3 in the midst of the bay we bore
up for them, but ere we could obtnine them, such
an extreame gust of Wind, rayne, thunder, and
lightening happened, that with great danger we
escaped the unmerciful raging of the ocean-like
water. • • . The next day,
them for
fresh water, we could find none; the defect
whereof forced us to follow the next eastern
channel, which brought us to the river of
Wighcocomic~.
The people at first ,-lith great
fury seemed to Dssault us, yet ;:It last with
songA and dances and much Girth, became very
tractable, but sear-chi ng their habi tations for
water, we could fill but three borricoes, and
that such puddle, that never tU.l then ,Ie ever

-11-

knew the want of good water. We d
and
searched in many
, but before ti.JO daies
had expired, \ve would have refused two barricoes of gold for one of that puddle water of
Wighcocomoco. 4
Smith and his party continued their investigation of the nearby is les, where
they discovered that not all of the Chesapeake1s Indians were so friendly.

A

tribe living on the Cuskarawaock River was quick to demonstrate its hostility.
After penetrating a furious assault of arrows, however, Smith was able to negotiate a wary peace.

Further along in their first voyage, Smith met the Sara-

pinagh, Nause, Aroeck, Nantaquak and Massawomeke tribes. S
T11e Susquehannoughs (or Susquehannocks) lived to the north.

They were a

giant but friendly people, who for many years dwelled at the head of the Bay
before being driven by the Senecas to a position near the Maryland-Virginia
boundary in 1674.

Of the Susquehannoughs Captain Smith wrote---

Such great and well-proportioned men are seldom seene,
for they seemed like giants to the English, yea and to
the neighbours, yet seemed of an honest and simple disposition, with much adoe restrained from adoring us as

Gods.

These are the strangest people of all these coun-

tries, both in language and attire; for their language
it may well become their proportions, sound
from them
as a voyce in a vault. Their attire is the skinnes of
beares, and wolves, some have cassocks made of beares
heads and s kinnes, that a mans head goes through the
skinnes neck, and the eares of the beare fastened to his
shoulders, the nose and teeth hanging downe his breast,
another beares face split behind him, and at the end of
the nose hung a pawe, the halfe sleeves
to the
elboiVes were the necks of beares, and the armes through
the mouth with pawes hanging at their noses. One had a
head of a wolfe hanging in a chaine for a jewell, his
tobacco-pipe three quarters of a yard long, prettily
carved ~V'ith a bird, a deare, or some such devise at the
great end, sufficient to beat out ones braines: with 6
bowes, arrowes, and clubs, sutable to their $reatnesse.
Father Andrew White, who sailed over with the first Maryland colonists in 1634,
waS impressed ,.ith the facial appearance of the SusquehannoLlghs.
The natives are very tall and well proportioned; their
skin is naturally rather dark, and they make it uglier by
staining it, generally with red paint mixed with oil, to
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keep off the mosquitoes, thinking more of their own comfort than of appearances. They disfigure their countenances
with other colors too, painting them in various, and truly
hideous and frightful ways, either a dark blue above the
nose, and red below, or the reverse. And as they live
almost to extreme old age without having beards, they
counterfeit them with paint, by drawing lines of various
colors from the extremities of the lips to the ears. 7
In the early 1600 I s there ,vere about seven thousand Indians in Maryland.
Numerous conflicts with the Maryland and Virginia colonists during the seventeenth
century reduced their number to only a few hundred by the beginning of the eighteenth.

S

In 1742 the remaining tribes claimed territory lying along the Susque-

hanna and Potomac Rivers.

A treaty was signed two years later by which the

Indians relinquished all their claims in return for !.600 sterling.

-13-
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* Notes *

III. PLACE NAMES AND INDIANS

1.

Address by C,W. Wright, Maryland Historical Society,

~hesapeake

Bay,

IfTh~

Mother of Waters" 1-2, March 25, 1919; A.A. BODINE. CHESAPEAKE BAY AND
TIDEWATER 13 (1954); 1 SCHARF at 21; H.R. MANAKEE, INDIANS OF EARLY t-LARYLAND 43 (1959); and N.T. KENNEY, CHESAPEAKE COUNTRY 372 (1964).
2.

Names derived from physical characteristics include Point Lookout, Piney
Point, Cedar Point, Cove Point. Herring Bay, Highland Beach, Sandy Point,
Elk River, Turkey Point, Still Pond, Swan Point, Poplar Island, Bar Neck,
Rugged Point, Barren Island, Terrapin Point and Sand Point.

Those of

Catholic origin include St. Mary's City, St. Clement's Island, St. Margaret's Island, St. Inigoes Creek, St. George Island and St, Catherine's.
Island.
-WILSTliCH at 57,
3,

MANAKEE, supra note 1 at 32-33.

See also 1 SCHARF at 84 and 87, and,

generallv, R, SEMMES. CAPTAINS AND MARINERS OF EARLY J:.!ARYLA}..TJ) (1937).
4.

1 JOHN SMITH, THE GEI.,rERAL HISTORIE OF VIRGINIA, NEW ENGIAND At."D THE

SUMMER ISLES 173

5.

(Richmond ed. 1819) (hereinafter cHad as SMITti).

footnote 5 under "Smith's Voyages of Exploration" and accompanying
text,

6.

1 SMITH 117.

7,

FR. A. WHITE, NARRATIVE OF A VOyAGe TO MARYLAND 37-38 (Maryland His torical
Society Fund Publication No.7, 1874).

8,

MANAKEE, supra note 1 at 38-39.

9.

1 SCHARF at 424 and 427.
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IV.
EARLY VOYAGES

t!

11

;')ho discovered the

Hi8t.Ol"i~H1S

demie qt,2ry have disputed its answer for many

speculat.:in.g

th.:lt

UFCf£l

} and the atguJ;1cnt

:.Cti

till

on today.
It J.8 eurlO\;s that few theorists \-:rapped up ill t,he conti.nuing d<?bat(' sec

by asking "ho

fit to qualify Glcir

":dS

tl';e first

to seC' the Bay, especie.lly since a] 1

\'Jas the [j.rs!:

the tac't that Ir,dians lived on r·!aryland and Virgi;',ia shores 10:;g

v-/ere visited by cx?lorers [rom the

Seve~cal

\'1riters have

and as late

8S

pla(.~Qd

conti'llent~

a Viking in the Bay

a~;

1

In 1492 Sp . ,-d.n

in this

ac.ccssion~

it

nE:Lther named nor

most lLkely unlmo"m to them.

pccifieo by tht."

upon

th~

But although the Chesapc21;Q prQsumabLy

~,vas

(tlJ.t~Jl'y

l~UJ:ls('[nj 'l!cl,Y

ac.t~-d

discovery of tl12 New World by claiming territorial rights to

coast c'f North America.

t~;:nth

E>t.n:ly as the

the eleventh, when a NorSiCman named Tborfir!Il

the Biddle Atlantfc r'2gion.

inves t:

172f:O;:'2.

CoJl.l~nbl';c;

ellt~~e
1,123

Sp~lni~,;h

h,V"·
t

c2~t(rn

ipclold,:a
::tnd

Or, J'ohn Cabot's second vOYHge to A':1C'cica in 1/;91:;,

he exp 10)'ed the cas tern eoas t and :Jay have entered tbe Bay., 1.'u\: n,;"na,

d'C''!: c;

The:a Gicfvanni Vi..;rrazz,::uJ.o) a

now Cbincoteague
e(lBtern

S})01'2

jJ:JY

and to

11<::"v'2

been the {irst European to set foot

And. J:t.: tevau C (J :":iC; 7, , a Portuguese explore! i.n tile:

-14

'.Jll

servi{:t~

th~:

o~:

Spnin;

may have entered the Chesapeake during his voyage from Newfoundland to the Florida
Keys.

3

However sound these hypotheses may be in presumption and

, there is

little documentary evidence by which they can be substantiated.
Much of what is known about those early sixteenth century discoveries is
reflected in an official map published by Spain in 1529.

The chart shows the

results of explorations by Pedro de Quexos, shipmaster to Lucas Vazquez de Ayllon,
who had been awarded a royal patent to colonize the Carolina coast.

Pedro de

Quexos sailed as far north as the 36th parallel, into what he called the Bahia
de Santa Maria.

This is probably the modern Currituck Sound; there is no indi-

cation that de Quexos ever reached the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay.4
About that time a Spanish shipmaster found a friendly Indian near the Bahia
de Santa Maria and brought him back to Spain, where he was christened Luis de
Velasco.

The commander of the

transatlantic fleet, Pedro Menendez de

Aviles, authorized various exploratory missions during the years from 1561 to
1572.

Velasco was to be used as a guide and interpreter.

One of the apparent

goals was to find and investigate the Indian's birthplace, a settlement called
Axacan, which was situated somewhere near the Bahia de Santa Maria.

The Spaniards

may well have visited Axacan before 1573, but they left no evidence of its preSeveral further attempts at exploration were abortive. 5

cise location.

In 1573 the Spanish navigator, Pedro 1'1enendez de Harques> a nephew of the
Florida governor, explored the eastern coast of North America from the Florida
Keys to the 37th parallel.

There he noted what he thought was the Bahia de Santa

Maria, and took soundings; but this was actually seven leagues .beyond the Bahj.a
de Santa Haria found by de Quexos in 1525.

6

Marques described "the harbor and

bay of Santa Maria, which is three leagues wide, wherein one enters to the north-

northwest; and within it are many rivers and harbors where one may anchor by
either shore."

7

Since the mouth of the Chesapeake is at the thirty-seventh par-

a11e1, Marques thus became the first to record an entrance into the Chesapeal:e Eay.
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News of the Spanish discovery of the Bay was buried in secrecY-,vhether
purposely or by mere neglect is not knovJn.
'when Sir

\~alter

Europe first learned of the Chesapeakt!

Raleigh came in J585 to settle what is nov' Pamlico Sound.

An

Indian chief taken prisoner by Ralph Lane, the governor of the fledgling colony,
told the settlers much about the large bay to the north from whence he came.
Lane searched for the great inland sea described by the captive Indian, and the
waters which he found he called the "chesapeake, If after the Chesepuic lnd ians
on its shores.

Hhen Wright and Holyneaux drew their first world map using Her

cator's projection, they copied the name which has COille down through the ages.

8

As nol!ed earlier the Englishmen Ralph \>ihite and Richard Hakluyt also furnished
rough sketches of the Bay, and their approximations appeared as the "Chesepiooc
sinus" in Theodore DeEry's publication of a map of the area in 1590.

9

In 1587 Raleigh directed his colonists to move the Roanoke Island settle
ment to a new location on the shores of the Chesapeake.

Two years earlier an

exploring party had penetrated 135 miles northward to the country of the Chese
pians or chesepiook, where they were told by the tribal king that further north
ward 'Was the province of more Indians, situated in a bay with a "great store
of pearls."

10

disappeared.

Before Raleigh's new orders could be carried out, the colonists
When the next English ships called at Roanoke in 1590, the only

clue to their ""hereabouts was the word CROATAN carved on a tree.
were a tribe of nearby Indians.)

(The Croatans

The fate of the colonists on Roanoke Island

remains one of the unsolved mysteries of American history.
There has been no little conjecture about the first white man to see the
Chesapeake Bay.

Some still maintain that the Italian Cabot was the first, but

there are advocates for his countrymen, Verrazzano and Amerigo Vespucci; for
the Spaniards, Gomez, Que::os and Narql1cs; as we 11 as for the early Viking;:;.
Other arguments have been kindled over who
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vias

the first Englishman to

SeC

11

the

Bay.

Did White sail into the Chesapeake shortly before Lane's party in 1585,

or was it the other way around?

12

Was Captain Christopher Newport's fleet of

three vessels involuntarily blmvn into the mouth of the Bay even heron: HhiLe
or Lane?

13

Or was Captain Bartholomew Gilbert actually the first, '.vhen in 1

he sailed up the Bay searching for survivors of the Roanoke colony?14

These

debates arc of little moment ,,,hen viclved in the light of the later exploration,;
of the English adventurer, Captain John Smi.th, the first man to investigate' ttl(!
Chesapeake Bay and to catalogue his discoveries in detail.
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IV.
1.

EARLY VOYAGES

See, e.g., R.N. CHRISTIAN, LIFE AND LIVING IN THE ClmSAPEAKE BAY REGION 1
(1959) and A.A. BODINE, ClmSAPEAKE BAY AND TIDEHATER 13 (1954).

2.

CHRISTIAN, ,.supra note 1, and G. BYRON, EARLY EXPLORATIONS OF THE CHESA
PEAKE BAY 20 (1960).,

3,

BYRON, supra note 2 ae 2 and E.S. Miers, Tne Drowned River:

The Story of

Chesapeake Bay 10 (1967).
4.

L.D. Seisco, Discovery of Chesapeake Bay, 1525-1573, 40 MD. HIST. UAG. 95
(1947).

5.

See also H.P. HOBBS, PIONEERS OF lEE POTafMACK (1964).

Seisco, supra note 4 at 278-82.
Around 1570 Spanish Jesuits spent five months at a settlement near
the York River in Virginia.

They (vere all murdered.

Other Spanish visi

tors came in 1571 and 1572 but no settlements were made until the James
town colony took permanent root in 1607.
also M. V. BREWINGTON, CHESAPEAKE BAY:

BYRON, supra note 2 at 20.

See

A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 1

(1956) (hereinafter cited as BREHINGTON).
6.

Seiseo,

~~~

note 4 at 282.

See also BYRON, supra note 2 at 3, CHRISTIAN,

.e..upra note 2 at 1 and BREHINGTON 1.
According to Seiseo, the invalid theory that the Bay was really dis
covered by the Axaean missions began with a communication from one Robert
Gree .how to the Virginia Historical Society in 1848 which has been erringly
fol1mved by other historians ever since.

Greenhow I s thesis was that the

Spaniards had knowledge of the 37th parallel Bahia de Santa Maria in 1566,
and suggested that this was the Chesapeake.
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One of those who accepted the

suggestion was Scharf (vol. 1 at p. 22).

Greenhow's letter can be found

in C. Robinson, An Account of the Discoveries in the West Until 1519 and of
Voyages to and along the Atlantic Coast of North America from 1520 to 1573
(Richmond, 1848)

7.

BARCIA, ENSAYO CRONOLOGICO appearing in JEANNETTE CONNOR, COLONIAL RECORDS
OF SPANISH FLORIDA as cited by Seisco, supra note 4 at 282 and 286.

See

also 1 SCHARF at 21-22.
8.

Scisco, supra note 4 at 282-283 and BREWINGTON at 1.
tion see

9.

Bl~ON,

For another interpreta

supra note 2 at 3-4.

See also footnote 1 and accompanying text under "Place Names and Indians.1!

10.

1 SCHARF at 20.

11.

~

12.

See, e.g., BYRON, supra note 2 at 3 and WILSTACH, supra note 11 at 28.

13.

See S. EARLE, THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 250 (1938) and Address by C.W. virigLt,

footnotes 1 through 7 supra and accompanying text, and WILSTACH 27-28.

Maryland Historical Society, Chesapeake Bay, "The Mother of Waters,

I!

March 25,

1919.
14.

See L.D. Scisco, Voyage of Vincente Gonzalez in 1588, 42 MD. HIST.

l~~G.

95

(1947); HOBBS, supra note 4 at 12; and BYRON, supra note 2 at 5-6.
On July 25, 1603, Captain Bartholomew Gilbert made his voyage up the
Chesapeake Bay in Virginia,
landed there.

'~eing

the first that sailed up into it and

The Indians set upon him and his company in the woods; and

Captain Gilbert and four or five of his men were killed by their arro,,,s,
upon which his crew returned home."
- 1 OLDMIXON, BRITISH EMPIRE IN Al:-lliRICA 354

(as quoted in 1 SCHARF at 20).
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V.
Sl'lITH'S VOYAGES OF EXPLORATION

heaven and earth seemed never to have agreed
better to frame a place for man's commodious and delightful habitation!"

Sir Walter Raleigh's expedition in the latter part of the sixteenth century
met with enough frustrations to stifle England's enthusiasm for colonization
of the New I-lorld.

That spark "Jas not rekindled until Bartholomew Gosnold, who

had visited the eastern coast in 1602 and had become excited with prospects for
its settlement, united with John Smith, the adventurer whose daring exploits
in other lands made his reputation in London.
On April 10, 1606 King James I issued letters of patent to the London and
Plymouth Companies, with the former assigned to colonize the territory around
Virginia, and the latter designated to do the same for New England.

Three ves-

sels under the

com~and

mid-December.

On April 26, 1607, the small fleet entered the Chesapeake Bay,

of Captain Christopher Newport sailed from England in

between two capes they named after Henry, the Prince of Wales, and his brother
Charles, the Duke of York.

The colonists were pleased with this first view of

their new horr€:, Captain Smith declaring that "heaven and earth seemed never to
have agreed better to frame a place for man' s cOtmlodious and de lightful habitation."

I

All

\~as

not so pleasant in the early yea rs .

During the firs t twe 1ve months,

famine, disease and the Indians reduced the original settlers from 1.05 to 38.
Those who survived had already prepared to sail back to England when they ,"ere
met in the river off of Hulberry Island by Lord Delmvare.
them to return to Jamestov:n.

He prevailed upon

It developed that the King had granted a new
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charter to Sir Thomas Dale, under which land

\4aS

assigned to anyone who chose

to cultivate it, and profits remained largely ,,lith the planter.

This seed of

hope for the entrepreneur soon blossomed into mild hut Sllre prosperity for the
London Company, and the colony began to take permanent root.

2

I t was at this point in history (on December 10, 1607) that Captain Smith

led a party of nine men up the Chickahominy River as part of his continuing ex
ploration of the tributaries to the James.
by savages; only the
saved Smith fS life.

Three of the adventurers were killed

of a compass and bold words to the Chief Opechancano
Eventually he was taken before the great Indian leader Pow

hatan, who lived off the Pamunkey (today's York) River.

Pleasantries were ex

changed, and Smith extracted a promise of safe conduct back to Jamestown (for
which he later sent
upon his return.

to POWhatan).

At least this is the story Smith told

The account of how Powhatan's daughter, Pocahontas, had saved

his life did not appear until sixteen years later, with the publication of the

3

Captain's

John Smith had done what he could to sustain the spirits of the battered
colonists dUl'ing that first harsh winter of 1607-1608.

Now he set out to explore

in detail the great bay to the north, and to search for a possible outlet to
the South Sea and for the source of an Indian metal which he thought to be sil
ver (but which turned out to be "fool's gold").
On June 2, 1608, Smith left Jamestown "in an open barge neare three tons
burthen," in \vhich he hoped "to performe his discovery with this company:
Russell,

Halter

Ralfe Morton, Thomas Momford, William Cantrili,

Richard Fetherstone, James Burne, Michell Sicklemore,

[an,:.] Jonas

Profit, Anas Todkill, Robert Small, James Watkins, John 1'o."e11, .James Read,
Richard Keale, Souldiers. ,,4

The barge carried two sails, oars should the wind

fail, a tarpaulin in case of rain, corn meal for bread, and drinking vlater in
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gourds.

A

of "the accidents that happened in the discovery of the bay of

Chisapeack" \-Jas to be maintained by Doctor Russell and Anas Todkill, while Smith
himself was to make a rough map of the Bay and its rivers.
across the Bay to Cape Charles and up the eastern shore, the

After

party came to a series of islands in Tangier Sound, the group of which were named
after Doctor Russell..
Bloods,vorth Islands.

They are today's Tangier, Smith, Holland, Southmarsh and
Here Smith learned about a powerful and warlike tribe of

Indians to the north called the Massawomeks, who were said frequently to raid
smaller tribes on the Chesapeake tidewater.
exercis

The Englishmen vlasted no time in

a fruitful diplomacy, by offering the victimized natives the hope

of a thorough (European-style) redress of their grievances in return for a barge
5
full of provisions.
swarms of mosquitoes on the lower eastern shore, rough seas and
harsh weather, and

a serious lack of fresh water, the explorers continued

north through the "Straits of Limbo" (Hooper's Strait), passing the Calvert Cliffs
and ultimately

a tributary vlhich they called the "Bolus" after the red

clay found on its shores.

This was the Patapsco River-Smith and his men saw

it many years before Lord Baltimore's colonists ever thought of starting a settlement there.
Several of the crew fell sick and urged their captain to return to .Tamestmm.
Smith, reluctant to cut short the voyage, cajoled and consoled his sailors.

A

good measure of the man may be gleaned from his final exhortation:
Regaine therefore your old spirits, for return I will
not (if God please) till I have seen the Hassawomeks,
found Pa tawomek [the Potomac River]. or the head 'of
this water you conceit [think) to b~ endlesse. 6
The crew found itself suffiCiently inspired (and recovered) to carryon with
the adventure of discovery and confrontation.
ern shore, and met more Indians:
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Smith headed south a

the west-

The 16th of June we fell with the river Patawomek
[the Potomac], fe;;;-being gone, and our men recovered,
We were all content to take some paines, to know the name
of that seven-mi Ie broad riuer: for thirtie my les say le,
we could see no inhabitants: then ,<Ie were conducted by
two savages up a little bayed creeke, towards Onawmanient,
where all the woods were layd with ambuscados to the number
of three or foure thousand salvages, so strangely
paynted, grimed and disguised, shouting, yelling and
crying as so many spirits from hell could not have shewed
more terrible. Hany bravados they made, but to appease
their fury, our captaine prepared with as seeming a
willingnesse as they to incounter them. But the grazing
of our bullets upon the vlater (many being shot on purpose
they might see them), with ecco of the woods so amazed
them, as downe went their bowes and arrmves; (and exchang
ing hostage),
was sent six myles up the woods
to their king s habitation. He "ere kindly used of those
salvages, of whom we understood, they ~ilere commanded to
betray us, by the direction of PO\,]hatan, and he 80 directed
from the discontents at James-toVlne, because our captaine
did cause them stay in their country against their wills. 7
One of the more interesting episodes of this first voyage reveals how
Stingray Point came to be named.
and his men headed south for home.

The expedition's supplies nearly spent, Smith
Near the mouth of the Rappahannock, the party

espied a multitude of fishes lurking in the reeds.

It was probably Anas Todki1l

who gave one of the first accounts of spearfishing in North American waters, and
in this instance added its peculiar consequences:
. • . [O]ur captaine sporting himself by nayling them to
the grotvnd with his sword, set vs all a fishing in that
manner: thus we tooke more in one houer than we could
eate in a day. But i t chansed our captaine taking a fish
from his s\vord (not knmiling her condition) being much of
the fashion of a Thornback, but a long tayle like a rid ing
radde, whereon the middest is a most poysoned sting, of
t,vo or three inches long, bearded 1ike a saw on each 8 ide,
which she strucke into the wrist of his arme neare an
inch and a halfe; no bloud nor wound was seene, but a
little blew spot, but the torment was instantly so extreame,
that in foure houres had so swollen his hand, arme, and
shoulder, we all "lith much "orrow concluded his funerall
and prepared his Graue in an island by, as hemselfe directed;
yet it pleased God by a precious oyle Doctor Russel! at
the first applyed to it with a probe, (ere night) his tor
menting paine \>las so well ass\vaged, that he eate of the
fish to his supper, \vhich gaue no less joy and contant
to vs than ease to himselfe, for which we called the island
Stingray isle after the name of the fish.
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The party returned to Jamestown on July 21, 1608.

Within three days Smith

embarked upon a second voyage with a ne\-I cre\-I (Anthony Bagnell and Nathani.el
Pm-lell replaced Doctor Russell and Ral£e Norton, Edward Pis ing and William Hard
replaced Robert Sma lJ., John Powell and James Read).

I t was on this expedition

that the Nassawomeks and the Susquehannoughs, mortal enemies one to the other,
were encountered.

Although peace was made with both tribes, there was some ten-

sian at the first meeting with the Nassm-lOmeks:
. . in crossing the bay we encountered 7 or 8 canowes
full of Hassm-lomeks, we seeing them prepare to assault us,
left our oares and made way \-lith our sayle to incounter
them, yet were we but fiue with our captaine that could
stand, for within two days after we left Kecoughtan, the
rest (being all of the last supply,) were sicke almost to
death, until they were seasoned to the country. Having
shut them under our tarpa\-Iling, we put their hats upon
stickes by the barges side, and betwixt two hats a man
with two peeces, to f<lake us seeme many, and so \-Ie thinke
the Indians supposed these hats to be men, for they fled
with all possible speed to the shore, and there stayed,
staring at the sayling of our barge till we anchored right
against them. Long it was ere \-1e could draw them to come
unto us. At last they sent two of their company unarmed in
a canow, the rest all follmved to second them if neede
required. These two being but each presented with a bell,
brought aboard all their fellowes; presenting our captaine
with venison, beares flesh, fish, bowes, arrowes, clubs,
targets, and beare skinnes. 9
Before returning home once again, Smith and his men met and befric,naed an
Indian names Nasca, who spoke English.

It was he who suggested that the Indians'

overt hostility tal-lards white men was based upon the (well-grounded) fear that
the strange visitors from the other side of the world would take away their lands.
But Nesco helped the settlers fight against the Rappahannocks, and he was rewarded
with a canoe- f u 11 a f gL·f ts. 10
On September 7, 1608, Smith and his adventurers came back to Jamestown.
Three days later the gallant Captain was elected President of the Virginia Council.

The two voyages had provided abundant information about the navigaeJ.e \vaters

feeding into the Chesapeake Bay, especially the Potomac, vlicomico, Patuxent,
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Patapsco, Rappahannock and Susquehanna Rivers.

11

After John Smith, the first third of the seventeenth century saw at least
a half-dozen other pioneers 'vho vlere to contribute substantially to George Calvert's recognition of the Bay's tremendous colonial and mercantile potential.
Among them ,vere Captain Henry Hudson, who in 1609 sailed through the Chesapeake
in his search for a northeast passage to India,12 and Captain Henry Fleet, who
gained reknown on both sides of the Atlantic as a frontier guide and interpreter.
For a number of years Captain Fleet was held prisoner by the IndL'3.ns, in
which time he learned well

thei)~

customs and

13

He spent much time

the Chesapeake and Potomac, and his observations and experiences remain
no less colorful than those of John Smith.
explorer, however, and he
charti.ng new territory.

~vas

Fleet was much more materialist than

more concerned with trading for furs than with

In the late summer of 1632 he again left Jamestown for

the rich country to the north.
The 29th of August we came to Patomack; here was I
tempted to take in corn and then to proceed for New England; but ,.anting truck, and
much tobacco due to
me in Virginia, I vias
to take any irregular
course, especially in that I conceived all my hopes and
future fortunes depended upon the trade and traffic that
was to be had out of this river.
I took in some provisions, and came dmvn to a town
called Patobanos [probably Port Tobacco], \,here I found
that all the Indians belo\. the cannibals, which are in
number five thousand persons in the river of Patomack,
will take pains this winter in the killing of beavers
and preserve the furs for me now that they begin to find
what benefit may accrue to them thereby. By this means
I shall have in readiness at least five or six thousand
weight against my next coming to trade there. 14
Fleet later helped Leonard Calvert settle his Naryland colony.
for a number of years as the lead

He prospered

mercantile entrepreneur on the Chesapeake

,Bay, until William Claiborne made his appearance in 1627.

"
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V.

1.

1 SNITH 114.

2.

1 SCHARF 1-5.

Notes ,,,:

SHITH' S VOYAGE S OF EXPLORATION

In 1609 the colony \Vas rechartered as the Virgini8 Company

which three years later secured a

l1CI'l

charter that included the Bel:muclas

and which placed control of the colony in stockholders.
WILLIAt'1 CLAIBORl'lE OF VIRGINIA 44 (1917).

J,n. CLAIBORNE,

For a comprehensive tre8tment of

the land grant system in colonial Virginia, see Miller v. Commo n-,,-€ a 1

159

Va. 924, 166 S.E. 557 (1~32).
3.

G. BYRON, EARLY EXPLORATIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 10-11 (1960).

For addi.-

ticmal treatments in depth of the Pocahontas story, see W,G. SINHS, THE LIFE
OF CAPTAIN JuHN SHITH 143

(1867); IL FHARTON, THE LIFE OF JOHN SNITH.

72 (Striker transl.); and P. LEInS, THE GREAT ROGUE 171

4.
5.

(1967).

1 SMITH 173.
Being thus refreshed in crossing over from the
maine to other is les, \ve d is covered the 'Hind and ,~a tel'S
so much increased "'ith thunder, lightning and raine,
that our mast and sayle blew overboard, and such
",aves overracked us in that small barge, that 'Ilitb great
labour we
her from sinking, by freeing out the
water. . . . Repairing our saile with our shirts, \Ve
set sayle for the mai!le and fell vlith a pretty c:onven'·
ient river on the East called Cuska~aock, Lhe people
ran as amazed in troups from place to place, and d:tvers
got into the tops of trees, they were not sparing of
their arrowes, nor the greatest passiun
could
express" of their anger.
Long th(;y shot, we still
at an anchor without- their rcatch'making all
the signes of: friendshi;-> he could. Th02 next
they
came unarmecl, with everyone a basket·, dancing in a
ring to draw us on shore, but seeing there \lUS nothicg
in them bC'i~ vi
, 1-7(2 discharged a volley of muskets
charged ,,;Hll pistoll shott, ,"flCreat tl,0:J all ::'ay tL1mbling on the ground, creep:; ng some one "}JlY, some another
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into a great cluster of reedes hard by, where thare
companies lay in ambuscade. TO\vard.s the e'lening we
wayed, and approaching the shoare, discharging five
or six shot among the reedes, ,'ie landed "there there
lay a many of baskets and much bloud, but SillY not a
salvage. A smoake appearing on the other side the
river, we rOvled thither, there 1'1e left some peces of
copper, beRds, bells and looking-glasses, and then
went into the bay, but Hhen it Has darke we came back
againe. Early in the morning four salvages CC!;)le to us
in their canoes, whom ,.;e useG with such courtcsie, <tot
knowing ';vh2t VIe v.'ere, nor: bad done, having becne in the
bay a fishing, bade us stay n .. d ere lor:.g they Hould
returne, ",hich they did and some tv78ntie more with them;
with whom after a little conference, two or: three thousand men, women and children, came clustering about us,
everyone presenting us with someth:Lng, which a little
bead ',vould so '07ell requite, that 1,.-e bacame such friends
they would contend who should fetch us Hater, stay with
us for hostage, conduct our men any ",hither, and give
us the best content. Here doth inhabite til<:: p,,~opJe af
San~'pina.£!!., liause" Aro~ck, and Nantaquak, the best
marchants of all other salvages. Tbey much extolled a
great nation called Nassawomekes, il~, search of Hhom \;8
returned by Limbo . .
- 1 SMITH 17 1;.

6.

Id. at 177.

7.

Id. at 177.

8.

Id. at 179.

9.

Id. at 181-182.

10.

G. BYRON,

11.

See:. 1 SMITH 118 ff.

2.!::.PE~ note

3 at 17-18.
Other descriptions of S;nith's adventures may be found

in BREHINGTON 1-2; HILSTACH 29-%; and Il.M. BUIlGESS, 'IRIS HAS

CHES.~.i'E.I\KE

BAY 4-6 (1963).
Much has been written about John Smith I s life and tines.

For se'veral

good and more recent biograpilies, see p. L. BARBOUR. THE ThREE HO::tJJ)S OF
CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH (1964); P. LE~nsJ 111E GREAT ROGUE (1967); ,-"ad BRMiFORD
SMITH, CAPTAIN

12.

JOPLl~

SHUB:

HIS LI:FE AND LEGEND (1953).

See 1 SCHARF 230.
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13.

When he came to write a journal of his adventures, Fleet was nearly
apologetic for his proficiency with the Indian tongue:
And so, beloved friends, that shall have the
perusal of this journal, I hope that you will hold
me excused in the method of this relation, and bear
with my weakness in penning the same, And consider
that time would not permit me to use any rhetoric
in the form of this discourse, which, to say truly,
I am but a stranger unto as yet, considering that
in my infancy and prime time of youth, "hich might
have advantaged my study that way, and enabled me
with more learning, I 1vas for many years together
compelled to live amongst these people, whose
prisoner I was, and by that means am a better pro
ficient in the Indian language than mine own, and
am made more able that 1,ay.
-From HENRY FLEET, A BRIEF JOUfu~L OF A
VOYAGE HADE IN THE BARK VIRGINIA AND
OTHER PARTS OF THE CONTINENT OF AMERICA
(as quoted in E,D, NEILL, THE FOUlTDERS

OF NARYLAND 36-37 (1876».
14.

!2..

at p. 35.
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VI.
THE FOUND ING OF MARYLAl'.'D

" . . • the most extraordinary delegation
of power granted to any English subject since the
'II

The Chesapeake Bay country blossomed slowly during the second and third
decades of the seventeenth century.

In 1617 the eastern shore of what is now

Maryland acquired its first permanent white resident.

He was named, appropriate-

1y enough perhaps, Thomas Savage; having moved from Virginia with his wife, he
was to prosper "raising corn and progeny."
of the earliest English settlements was

1

n~de

A few years later (in 1625), one
miles to the north at the mouth of

the Susquehanna River, after Edward Palmer purchased the is land nO\4 bearing his
name, with the idea of founding a university there.

2

In the late 1620 ' s, trad-

ing posts were es tablished on Kent and Palmer Islands by the Virginian, William
Claiborne, about whom much will be said later.
It was around this time that an active interest in the Bay area was taken
by George Calvert, the first Lord Baltimore and the founder of Maryland.

Cal-

vert has often been hailed as a man of great political insight, patient understanding and strong moral fibre.
praise:

Distinguished historians have reserved for him high

he was a self-made statesman-philosopher, one of the first in the Christian

world to seek religious security and peace by the practice of justice more than by
the exercise of

po~"er,

and by the establishment of popular institutions within an

environment of liberty and cons cience.

And the country of the Chesapeake Bay '';vas

the spot where in a remote corner of the world, on the banks of rivers which as
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yet had hardly been explored, the mild forbearance of a proprietary, adopted religious freedom as the basis of the state.,,3
Calvert had served as England's Secretary of State under King James 1.

Shortly

after the death of his first wife he converted to Catholicism, and when British
persecution of Catholics became severe, he affirmed his faith by bowing out of
office.

The first Lord Baltimore then looked to find a haven for those persecuted

because of their religious beliefs.

His ill-fated attempts to colonize in New-

foundla,nd seemed to do little more than increase a fervent desire to establish
a sanctuary in the

Ne,~

World.

4

In 1629, Calvert visited Jamestown with the unstated but obvious intention
of scouting new territory for his colony.

He was not warmly received.

Most Vir-

ginians "ere jealous of their territorial rights and hard-worked lands, and did
not cotton to any newcomer with competing aspirations, be he commoner or lord.
Thus we read that one Thomas Tindall, "for giving my Lord Baltimore the lie and
threatening to knock him down, II was sentenced to two hours in the pillory.

5

One

of the more hostile of the official hosts was Claiborne, the prosperous trader
with vested political interests in Virginia.

In his fanciful though factually-

based novel, The Sot·Weed Factor, John Barth tells of Calvert's reception in Virginia.

Here Charles Calvert, the third Lord Baltimore, recounts the incident

for Ebenezer Cooke, ~!aryland 's first poet-laureate:
• • • he [George Calvert] was met by Governor Pott and his
Council (including the blackguard William Claiborne,
archenemy of Maryland, who for very spleen and treachery
hath no equal in the history of the New World), all of
'em hostile as salvages and bent on driving Grandfather
away, for fear Charles would grant him the ,1hole of
Virginia out from under 'em. As if he Ivere some upstart
and not late Privy Councillor to the King, they pressed
him to swear the oath of supremacy, knowing full well that
as a good Catholic he would perforce refuse. Not e'en the
King had required it of him, and I tl,as in the authority
of neither Pott nor Claiborne nor any other rascal in
Virginia to administer it, but demand i t they did, nonethele.ss, and I"ere like to set bullies and ruffians upon
him I.hen he ,VQuld no t swear ft. 6
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Claiborne was either dispatched or

~vent

on his own accord as a lobbyist to

England for the purpose of preventing confirmation to Calvert of lands south of
the James River, in the Carolinas.

7

In a gesture of compromise, Calvert withdre,v

the King's bill granting him the Carolina territory before it was given the privy
seals, and a second grant for what is

no,~

the eas tern shore peninsula was with-

held by the Privy Council after vigorous objections by the Virginians.

8

While

he was at it, Claiborne obtained a license under the hand of King Charles to trade
in a 11 seas in or near the country around Virginia.
Besides the Carolinas. hotvever, Calvert was also favorably impressed with

•

the climate and bountifulness of the Chesapeake Bay and its hinterlands.

He sub-

mitted an alternative petition for these regions north of Virginia, to which the
King promptly acquiesced.

But before this final charter received its seal, the

first Lord Baltimore died, never to set foot upon his promised land.
The new grant passed immediately to George Calvert's son Cecilius, the second
Lord Baltimore.

When the charter went through the Privy Council and 'tias published,

on June 30, 1632, Cecilius inherited all the rights attendant to the palatinate.
These were, to put it mildly, extensive.

"The Province of Maryland was the largest

land grant ever made by a sovereign of England to an individual subject
the most extraordinary delegation of pmver granted to any English subject since
the creation of the border palatinates of previous centuries."

9

In brief, the Charter of Haryland invested the Lord Proprietary wUh the
territorial rights to all lands, \.;aten; and natural reSources within the province,
in perpetual possession to himself and his heirs; with the legislative and judicia1 rights to make and enforce public and private la,vs and to

esta~lish

courts

of justice; with the regal rights to confer titles, erect towns, and pardon offenses; with the ecclesiastical rights to establish churches (in accordance with

'"

the 1m.s of England); "ith the military rights to declare and Hage war; and with
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the financial rights to alienate lands and levy duties and tolls.

10

It has been

suggested that all of these powers taken together represented a return to feudal
and baronial ideals of land tenure and government, leaving Haryland the most ex11
treme of the proprietary colonies in America.
SoH was that on March 25, 1634, the first Haryland settlers anchored their
two small pinnaces, the Ark and the

at

Island) on the shores of the Chesapeake Bay.

st. Clement IS Island (nmv Blackiston
At their command was Leonard Calvert,

Cecil's brother and the governor-designate for the province.

Not long after the

colonists went ashore, Father Andre"l'] White assembled them for the first mass to
be celebrated in this haven for the persecuted.

12

Leonard Calvert wasted little time before he attached Captain Henry Fleet
to the expedition.

Using Fleet IS knowledge of both the land and its people, a

quick peace was negotiated with the chief of the Piscattaway and Patuxent Indians.
The settlement was then moved a short distance from St. Clement's Island to a
spot on the St. Mary's River, which had "two excellent bayes, wherein might harbour three hundred saile with great safetie.,,13

Here the roots of St. Mary's

City, which was to remain the capitol of Maryland for the next sixty years, took
firm hold.
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VII.
KENT ISlAND AND WILLIAM CLAIBORNE

"Claiborne returned to Virginia • . . now that force,
fraud and complaint had failed in effecting his purpose, there
remained to him but the spirit of deadly animosity tmvards the colony,
waiting only the opportunity for revenge."
"[N]ot one of his descendants should take aught to
himself but honour from the fact that the blood of that virile
Englishman runs in his veins."
Few men in the history of the Chesapeake Bay have engendered more contrasting
perspectives than William Claiborne of Virginia.

His strong personality at once

provoked animosity and cajoled devotion, the result often depending largely upon
whether a particular commercial or political relationship was mutually beneficial.
Maryland historians generally have relegated him to a position of infamy,
while Virginians (particularly his lineal descendants, of whom there are many)
assure him the status of a patriot.

As noted before, Claiborne \yas one of the

prime spokesmen against Calvert's efforts to establish a colony either north or
south of Jamestown.

For this reason he was early established as an "archenemy of

Maryland, who for very spleen and treachery hath no equal in the history of the
New World."

I

Other writers are no less vindictive.

Claiborne's resistance to

Lord Baltimore's authority is said to have been "unjustifiable, seditious, and
subversive of all just government."

..

2

When he was "baffled in his attempts to

obtain redress, Claiborne returned to Virginia • . . and now that force, fraud
his purpose, there

and complaint had all failed in e
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reTI~ined

to him but

the spirit of deadly animosity towards the colony, waiting only for the opportunity
of revenge."

3

This is the same man about whom still other bioeraplwrs have vnitten

with conSiderably more admiration aod charity:
His descendants in men and women have been estimated
at many thousands·, Amongst them have been those \vho have
served their country in the halls of Legislature, as governors, as 01'£1 tors, so Idiers, sai lots, in the la,,), in medicine' and in the ministry. The names of many ar(, Ivritten
on the imperishable records of American manhood, achievement, and valour, and though he has been vi llified and
defamed unjustly by enemies dead and alive, not one of
his descendants should take aught to himself but honour
from the fact that the blood of that virile Englishman
runs in his veins. 4
The debate over whether Claiborne "as hero or villain sometimes beclouds
the undisputed certainty of his importance to the early hist.ory of Maryland and
the Chesapeake Bay.

Claiborne was thirty-four years old "hen he sailed for the

NeVI \forld in 1621-1622.

Soon after arriving in Virginia, he began trading \vith

the Indians on the shores of the Chesapeake.

In 1627 Governor Yeardley of Vir-

ginia gave him authority to explore the Bay from the thirty-fourth to the fOTtyfirst parallel, and in that same year a royal license was issued granting him
power to trade "in, nere, or about those parts of America for which there is not
already a patent granted to others for the sole tr.;J.dE:,ft

5

In 1632, three years before the Ark and Dove set anchor in Maryland, Claiborne set out to investigate the northern reaches of the Bay (follmving John
Smith's original trail),

Eventually he came to a large island 125 mile::; north

of Jamestown, off the eastern shore bet\veen what are now the Chester and Miles
Rivers.

Here the level fields of grass and broad forests reminded him of his

native Kent, and the proximity of the Wicomese and HJtapeake Indians offered the
attraction of potentially profitable trade.

In the space of two years a

SUk111

trading post \Vas established and a settlement started to grov} on the southern
shore of Kent Island,

Shortly after, Claiborne set up a similar station on

Palmer's Island at the mouth of the Susque!i::Hln'.l IUver and quickly nffinned
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r
friendly relations \vith the giant Susquchannough Indians.

6

As the first settlers at Jamestown found it difficult to live during those
early ye8rs in the New viorld, so the colonial traders on Kent Is land encountered
frustration' and hardship in excessive proportion to their small number.

Claiborne

financed the tr8ding post with the help of his majol'ity partners in London·William Cloberry, John Delabarr and David Hoorhead-Cloberry promising the Virginian he would use his political influence to obtain a patent to Kent Island
But there was little th8t could be done in Lon-

under the br08d seal of

don to prevent the extensiv.e fire .,hieh on October 18, 1631, nearly wiped out
the tiny Chesapeake settlement.

By 1632, the colony on Kent had been restocked

and planted, there \,;;as a mill and court-house, regular trade had begun '.Jith the
Indians, and the Island was being represented in the

Assembly by Captain

Nicholas Hartin.
When the news reached Jamestown that George Calvert had been granted the
Chesapeake Bay territory, there were some
continued jurisdiction over Kent Island.
WaS

who had doubts about their
Host, ho,,'ever, were confident that Kent

not embraced by the Haryland Charter, especially in vievJ of Claiborne's trad-

ing post there and the language in the Charter that Lord Baltimore was being given
lands "hitherto uncultivated" (hactenus

7

The old Virginia Company never-

the less persisted in its opposition to the Charter, as it had objected to the
earlier grants to Calvert which he had withdrawn.

8

Virginia obtained legal opin-

ions that the King's gift of plenary pmoJers to Ba Ltimore ,-las a dangerous precedent.

The King sent the matter to his Privy Council, asking for a declaratory

judgment.

On July 3, 1633, the Council returned its recommendation to the effect

that Baltimore be left with his Charter, and other claimants to their remedies
at law.
This should have closed the case, but as late as NoveJ:lber of 1633 the Virginians were still

ioning for exclusive rights to Kent Island.
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In early

March of 1634 Claiborne, who by now had become Secretary of State for Virginia,
appealed to the Virginia Council for guidance; in turn he received that body's
partisan support for his various claims of right.

Meanwhile, Cloberry and Company

continued to maneuver behind the scenes by attempting to deal privately with Cecil
Calvert in London, while discreetly reminding Claiborne of the partnership's viability.
When Leonard Calvert arrived with the Ark and
he depended upon a letter from the King

cow~nding

in the s

of 1634,

the Jamestown colonists to

render whatever assistance was necessary to the fledgling Marylanders.
did not expect a warm welcome.

Leonard

His brother Cecilius had counseled against sail-

ing too close to the newly placed guns at Point Comfort.

The advice appeared

well taken when the Virginians apparently mistook the two small pinnaces for Spanish

, and challenged the strangers for a tense two hours before

them.

Then Calvert went ashore, where he was received cordially by the Governor

of Virginia, Sir John Harvey.
Cecilius Calvert had also instructed his brother that, if Claiborne should
offer resistance and reject Baltimore's authority, the Virginian should be left
unopposed for at least one year.

But Claiborne's open refusal, both to confess

himself a Maryland subject or to acquire a license from Calvert to trade in the
Chesapeake Bay, probably pushed Leonard into forcing the issue earlier than suggested.

He made the points clear that the Kent Island station was within the

precincts of the Lord Proprietor of Maryland, that the settlers thereon could
remain only as tenants, and that a license to trade would be required.
tunately, little mention was made of the fact that
himself and the partnership to Cecilius:

Cloberr~

Unfor-

had already

in England he was petitioning the second

Lord Baltimore for a sub-grant of Kent Island, while at the same time making
of Claiborne's interest.

Cecilius, however, expressed his wish to forbear until
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...

a working agreement could be negotiated with Claiborne.

9

Several months after the Marylanders arrived, Captain Henry Fleet accused
Claiborne of inciting various tribes of Indians into hostile acts against the
new settlers.

Calvert complained to the Governor of Virginia, 'I-]ho put Claiborne

under bond not to leave Jamestown until the charges had been thoroughly investigated.

On June 20, 1634, duly appointed commissioners from Maryland and Virginia

met at Patuxent to interview the King of the Patuxents concerning Fleet's charges.
According to some historians, the result was a complete exoneration of the Vir-

•

.

gin~a

d

tra er;

10 others think the indictment had more substance . 11

It took a long time for news to travel between England and the colonies,
and this sometimes caused misunderstandings of no small consequence.

Hearing

the rumors that Claiborne had aroused the Indians against his colony, Cecil Calvert in early September of 1634, sent orders for Leonard to seize Kent Island
and arrest Claiborne.
Governor Harvey of Virginia sided with the Lord Baltimore and removed Claiborne from his position as Secretary of State of Virginia.

No doubt Harvey acted

out of political expedience, but his decision quickly made him unpopular with
most Virginians.

King Charles seemed hopelessly caught in between, apparently

wishing to appease both Claiborne and Baltimore even though their interests were
in essence contradictory,

The King wrote a letter to Harvey thanking him for

his assistance and encouragement to the 1'1aryland colonis ts.

A few days later,

however, Charles issued a royal sign manual saying that Baltimore's interference
with the planters on Kent Island was "contrary to justice and to the true :i.ntention of our grant to the said Lord .

,,12

Harvey concealed the second message,

later claiming he thought that it was either a forgery or had been surreptitiously
obtained by Claiborne's friends.

13

Despite the King's efforts at long-distance arbitration, traders from Kenl
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and colonists from Maryland soon found occasion for a direct confrontation.
Captain Thomas Smith and the new pinnace Long Tayle (the first built on the
Chesapeake) were taken captive on open waters by Calvert's representatives, who
construed the King's letters as restricting Claiborne's trade to the boundaries
of Kent Island.

On April 23, 1635 an incensed Claiborne dispatched thirteen men

on the Cockatrice under Lieutenant Radcliffe \\farren, to retake the Long Tayle_
(Thomas Smith had since been returned) and to capture one of Baltimore IS large
pinnaces.

They were met in the Pocomoke River off the eastern shore of the Bay

by two of Calvert's ships, the St. Margaret and the
mand of Captain Thomas Cornwallis.

under the com-

The ensuing skirmish, which left four dead

and many wounded, was the first naval battle ever fought in the New World. 14
Cornwallis again met Thomas Smith on May 10th and this time charged him with
various acts of piracy.

The next day Claiborne ordered his men to retake the

Long Tayle, without bloodshed if possible.

The history of this second encounter

betvleen Virginia and Haryland is unclear, but the result was a temporary settlement of hostilities, with Claiborne left in undisputed possession of Kent Island
for several more years
In the meantime the Virginians, having become completely vexed at Governor
Harvey for his failure to support the Kent Islanders, repudiated his authority
and ultimately forced him to depart for England.

Claiborne himself apparently

eluded the Haryland authorities by returning to Virginia.
Towards the end of 1636, Cloberry and Company sent George Evelyn to Kent
Island.

Evelyn had bought out the one-sixth share in the partnership formerly

owned by John Delabarr, and ivas to take charge of the companyfs fur trading
business in the Chesapeake.

Claiborne, meanwhile, was to saIl for tngland, where

he would recount his troubles for the partners and report on profits and losses.
Before leaving for London, Claiborne made sure that Palmer's Island was fortified.
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He ,vas unable, ho'\Vever, to extract from Evelyn an assurance that he would maintain the status quo on Kent.

And as soon as Claiborne left, Evelyn began a methodi-

cal dispossession of the Virginian's interest, and negotiations with Leonard Calc...
vert.

Evelyn presented the Kent Islanders '\Vith an ultimatum:

i f they refused to

yield to the government of Maryland, the Island might be taken by force.

Thomas

Smith and John Butler were adamant in their refusal to surrender the Island, and
Calvert was left with little choice but to order them arrested.

But Evelyn, with-

out the support of the other Islanders, was unable to make the arrests.
Leonard Calvert now found himself in an awkward position, his offers for
appeasement totally rejected.

Suspicious that Smith and Butler were planning

to incite the Susquehannocks against the colonists at St. Mary's, he set out to
reduce Palmer's Is land.

On February 12, 1638 a Bill of Attainder was drav1il

against Claiborne for crimes committed by his

three years earlier.

Now, with Evelyn's assistance and direction, Kent Island was taken and Claiborne's
plantation and personal property there were attached by Cloberry and Company pending the outcome of Calvert's indictment against him.
rested and brought to trial before the
as a court of justice.

Smith and Butler were ar-

lative assembly, which was acting

Smith was convicted of piracy and sentenced to death,

although Calvert forbore from ordering his execution and let Butler off with a
milder censure.

By virtue of the Bill of Attainder against him, Claiborne 'Ivas

made an outlaw and all of his property in the Chesapeake Bay was seized.

As a

final gesture, Palmer's Island was reduced and its spoils divided.
Claiborne had by now arrived in England.

After he learned of the reduction

of both Kent and Palmer's Islands, he petitioned the King for redress of the
wrongs and injuries that he and the Cloberry partnership allegedly had sustained.
Calvert in the meantime had submitted his own petition, asserting that Claiborne
was a pirate and murderer and requesting a reaffirmation of the 1633 order leaving
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the Baltimores to their Charter and Claiborne to his remecB.es at law.

The King

referred Claiborne's petition to his commissioners of plantations, who in turn
recormnended that the matter again be treated stric.tly as a
Claiborne and the Calverts.

quarrel between

On April 4, 1638 the cOlPmissioners issued their re-

port, \-Ihich stated that. . the Right & Tytle to the Ile of Kent & other
places in question to be absolutely belonging to the
Lord Baltimore, & that noe Plantation or Trade ,-lith
the Indians ought to be within the precincts of his
patent without Lycence from him. Did therefore like,vise thinke fitt & declare, that noe Grannt from his
Majesty should passe to the said Clayborne ot' any others
of the said Ile of Kent, or any other parts or
within the said Pattent Hhereof his Hujesty's Attorney
& Soliciter generall are hereby praYEd to take notice.
And
thE: Violences & wrongs by the said
borne & the rest complayned of in the Baid Petition
to his Hajesty their Lordshipps did now alIso declare,
that
found no cause att all to relieve them, butt 16
doe leave both s ides to the ordinary course of Jus tice. J
Two weeks later, Claiborne appeared before Sir Henry Marten, Judge of His
Hajesty's High Court of Admir3.1ty, and successfully defended himself against Lord
of piracy and mut'der.

Balti.more's
surrepititious

Hav5 reg by now become m.,rare of Cloherry's

ing, Claiborne started to reexamine his business interest,

But in the midst of various civil suits and counter-suits for libel filed by him
<Inc! the partnership, the outcomes of \"hich have remained unclear, more felicitous

newS came for the Vir.ginian.

The Providence Company had

of Roaten (now Rich Island) off the coast of Honduras.

him the Is land

And on July 14, 1638,

King Charles issued another mild censure and approbati.on to Lord Baltimore after
wo!=d came that his agents had "slain three of our subjects" on "Kentish Island. ,,17

N{;ve'"theless, Calvert's title to Keat had been reaffirmed and ,vas being genBack in the colonies, the Governot" and Council of Virginia is-

erally

sued a proclamati.on, on October 4, 1638, recognizing "the right and title to the
Isle of Kent
more."

& other places in question to bee absolutely belonging to La:

18
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Balti-

All was not finished, hm.;ever, as far as William Claiborne was concerned.
It is difficult to say whether the King acted out of a spirit of conciliation

or in one of affection when in 1642 he made Claiborne Treasurer of Virginia for
life.

Several years later, ,"hile the Calverts were becoming embroiled in the

Puritan controversy, the Virginian saw an opening to retake his old Island.

But

now, because he realized full "ell that the stability of Leonard Calvert's pal
atinate was at best precarious, Claiborne chose a more prudent, non-violent course
of action.
Earlier that year Calvert had once again declared Claiborne to be an enemy
of the province,

19

but the ,declaration had a hollo\.; ring.

After the two-year

rebellion against Lord Baltimore's authority (touched off by Richard Ingle),
Claiborne repossessed Kent Island.

I

He was not to be expelled until 1646.

Hean-

while, it took all of Cecil Calvert's influence in Parliament to retain the Mary
land Charter.

And in June of 1647, in tenuous possession of Haryland and Kent

Island, Leonard Calvert died.
Claiborne persisted nonetheless, and in 1649 submitted "A Declaration shew
ing the illegality and unlawfull Proceedings of the Patent of Maryland. fI

20

The

Maryland Assembly responded in 1650 with an act decreeing that anyone who should
.i

I

"assist, abett, or countenance Claiborne in any attempt against the Island of
Kent, or any place within this Province • • • shall be punished by death and con
fiscation of all his Lands, goods and chattels."

2l

In the early 1650's there was a good deal of political turmoil in England
and in the colonies.

For a brief period in 1652 William Claiborne actually found

himself the governor pro ~ of Haryl'1nd ~"hile serving at the same ti,ne as Vir
ginia's Secretary of State.

HO\.]ever, under a 1657 compromise in which Haryland

and Virginia resumed an amicable relationship, Kent Island became once and for
22
all within the jurisdiction of Lord Baltimore.

William Claiborne died in 1677 at the age of ninety years.

According to

the theory of the still active Claiborne protagonists. he had based his claim
to Kent Island solely on

of prior occupancy and purchase from the Indians,

and not on a royal grant.

It is clai.med fl1l:thcl' that the two major objections

to Claiborne's title to Kent are without IJ1crit:
charter to the London

first, the fact that the

'rom"",,,,, \1hich granted

did not affect the Colony's

territory had been annulled

to settle lands origil1a

hadn't Ctlready been alien3ted; and second, even

granted, if they

the Virginia Counc11 never

granted Kent Island to Claiborne, it nevertheless was consistent in its r(;cogllition of his rights and t1tle there.

Horeover, the charter to Baltimore ivas :Cor

lands "not yet cultivated" and Claiborne had
year before the

and

set anchor.

Kent Island at least onE'.

23

Advocates \vho claim that Calve'rt I s title to Kent "\Vas whole and unencumbered
assert that Claiborne "could not re-st his title on the ground of prior occupancy,
for . . . his license from the kin;; ,lent 1"0 further than a permission to trade>
".hich mi.ght have! been
stant

sta te 11 ami thu t

to a citizen of a

Maryland, Has gTanted by King Charles to Lord Haltimore,

the 111-

l~cnt

Islrmd

,,21\.
·
an d aut h or~ty.

and Claiborne . . . became subject to his
as Charles Calvert

It

Or,

have argued to the poe t laureate Ebenezer Cooke·-

[H}actenus
\Vas meant as m8re
of
the land;
corr.mon 1cmguage of charters and n:)t
intended as a condition of the grant. At1d
to tell,
Claiborne's traders had not t1l1od the Island at that:
they bartered their ware for corn to live on as well as
fur s for
and COl'lpany. 25
All of the debates, of course, are purely Rcademic-one might even wonder
what all the fuss \Jt\s ever about.

Alliwugh there

building business on Kent Island> nevcr

80

W<lS

a small fur trade and

much [,s a to\vnship developed there-

only a fort, \V'indmill, ch'll'eh aud small pL:mtat:ioll-and the living was hard.
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26

Perhaps the mos t reasonable commentary on the \'ihole lengthy episode was
offered by one of Claiborne IS many Vil'ginian descendants.

''Measured dispassion-

ately in the light of the actual record and against the historical background
of the time and place of his life, If Claiborne vIas neither villain nor hero in
his long struggle with the Calverts.

"He simply fought a good

?7

it to an antagonist better equipped for such a contest. ,,-
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and lost
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VIII.
RESOURCES OF THE BAY

the air temperate in summer and not violent in winter.

It aboundeth

bears, turkeys, the "lOads do stvarm wi th them . . .

II

Perhaps the main reason \vhy Kent Is land was so fervently contes ted ,Jas because of its fortuitous geographical position at the center of a magnificently
bountiful Chesapeake Bay.

There is no question that the settlers of Maryland

and Virginia Were attracted by the climate and resources of the Chesapeake, and
there is little doubt that those substantial graces ,,,ere primary to the rapid
growth and development of the two l'1iddle Atlantic provinces in population, prosperity and preeminence among the original American colonies.
Early visitors called it the "Noblest Bay in the Universe" and "the Hediterranean Sea of America."

Of its 4,612 miles of tidal shoreline and forty-eight

principal rivers it was said that "no Country in the World can be more curiously
watered."

,1

Oue newcomer, enraptured with the great natural wealth of the Bay,

described it as a pl.ace "beautified by God, with all the ornaments of nature,
and enriched by his earthly treasures,"

2

Still another offered, "Neither do I

think there iB any place under Heavenly altitude . . . that can parallel this
fertile and pleasant piece of ground in its multiplicity, or rather Natures extravagancy of n super abounding plenty."
the

3

But Father Andre,,, Hhite, sailing ",iti!

and Dove, expressed it with a more Simple eloquence, saying "You "ill'

scarcely find a more beautiful body of \-Iater."
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4

Few modern Baltimoreans would endorse the characterization of the Bay area's
climate as "serene and mild, not oppressively hot like that of Florida and old
Virginia, nor bitter cold like that of New England:

but preserves, so to speak,

a middle temperature between the two, and so enjoys the advantages, and escapes
the evils, of each."

5

But seventeenth and eighteenth century Marylanders for

the most part did count the Chesapeake weather among their blessings.

Captain

John Smith wrote tha t "heaven and earth never agreed better to frame a place for
man's habitation.,,6

William Byrd, a Virginia merchant in the late 1600's, thought

the climate to bemost charmingly delightfull, with a fine Air and a Serene
Sky that keeps us in Good Health and Good Humour. Spleen
and vapours are as absolute Rarities here as a Winter's
Sun, or a Publick Spirit in England. A man may eat Beef,
be as lazy as Captain Hardy, or even marry in this Clymate,
without
the least Inclination to
himself.7
Other early descriptions of Chesapeake weather, however, might be more compatible with the impressions of twentieth century Marylanders.
as now tended to be hot and humid.

Midsummers then

A newly arrived Anglican clergyman wrote back

to a friend in England that the heat of Virginia "fevers the Blood and sets all
the animal Spirits in an Uprore."

8

John Smith noted that "the Sommer is hot as

in Spaine" although "coole Breeses asswage the vehemency of the heat."

9

Winters,

on the other hand, were frequently as cold as those on the Continent, and the
Bay was often clogged with ice.

There are numerous recorded instances of colonial

ships being stranded and sometimes damaged, or of trade being completely halted,
in a frozen Chesapeake Bay.
variable

,~inds,

Forever complicating the weather were the extremely

,.hich often caused sudden drops in temperature.

"It is no unCOm-

mon thing," wrote the Reverend Andrew Burnaby in 1798, "for the therulometer to
fall many degrees in.a very few hours; and after a warm day, to have such a se10
vere cold, as to freeze over a river a mile broad in one night's time."
Colonial mariners were often beset by squalls and storms in the Chesapeake.
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Captain Smith, on his first voyage of discovery in 1608, experienced such "thunder, lightning and raine, that our mast and saile blew overboard," and Calvert's
expedi t ion agains t Kent Is land in the winter of 1637 -1638 Ivas severe ly obs t rue ted
by the harsh weather.

George Washington once sailed through alternating calms

and squalls from Rock Hall on the eastern shore to Annapolis, and the journey
lasted fourteen hours instead of the usual four.

11

In August of 1667, a "Hurry-

Cane" destroyed most of the year's farm crops, and severe storms which damaged
many vessels on the Bay were recorded in 1667, 1688, 1749, 1761 and 1769.
Freshets caused by heavy spring rainfalls and melting
mono

snm~s

,.Jere not uncom-

The worst flood in Chesapeake Bay history occurred in 1771, when "Impetuous

Torrents rushed from the mountains with such astonishing Rapidity that nothing
could withs tand their mighty force,"

12

and there was damage to the extent of

L2,OOO,OOO sterling.
Except for the one or two months of summer humidity and the occasional storms,
however, the Chesapeake climate was favorable and mild, making it "a faire Bay,
compassed but at the mouth with fruitfull and delightsome land. ,,13

According

to Captain Henry FleetThis . . . without all question, is the most pleasant and
healthful place in all this country, and most convenient
for habitation, the air temperate in summer and not violent
in winter. It aboundeth with all manner of fish. The
Indians, in one night commonly, will catch thirty sturgeons
in a place where the river is not above tvlelve fathom broad.
And as for deer, buffaloes, bears, turkeys, the woods do
swarm \Vith them, and the soil is exceedingly fertile, but
above this pl!~e the country is rocky and mountainous
like Cannida.
Fleet was not the only early observer to remark upon the fertility of the
soil in Chesapeake country.

Father White noted that,

in passing through the very thick woods, at every step we
tread on strawberries, vines, sassafras, acorns, and walnuts. The soil is dark and not hard, to the depth of a
foot, and overlays a ricb, red clay. Thet'e are lofty
trees every>vhere, except where the land has been cultivated by a f;:w persons. Numerous springs furnish e"
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supply of water. No animals are seen except deer, beavers
and squirrels, which are as large as the hares of Europe.
There is an infinite number of birds of various colors,
such as eagles, cranes, sl,ans, geese, pa rtridges and
ducks. IS
The abundance of water fowl on the Bay seldom failed to amaze early visitors.
Two Dutch travelers to the area thought they had never seen so many ducks in one
place before.

"The water was so black with them that. . . when they flclv up

there was a rushing and vibration of the air like a great storm coming through
the trees, and even like the rumbling of distant thunder.,,16
that he sa,·) a square mile of ducks in flight.

One colonist swore

Old turkeys weighed as much as

fifty Founds, and a sea turtle caught in the Chester River in 1755 tipped the
scales at ninety pounds.

17

Some of the seafood was also of Brobdingnagian proportions.

Twelve-foot

sturgeon have been reported, as well "as yard-long shad, foot-long crabs, and oysters fourteen inches across (lias big as a horse I s hoof").
The grandest descriptions, however, were often saved for the multitudes and
seemingly endless variety of fish to be found in the Bay.

This superabundance

was noted as early as 1608 when Captain Smith made his voyages of discovery.
"As for want of nets, our barge driving amongs t them [the fish],"

~'/rote

Smi th,

"we attempted to catch them with a frying pan, but, we found it a bad instrument
to catch fish with.,,18

An eighteenth-century visitor to the eastern shore thought

the fish so plentiful that "they were ob liged in many places to swim slanting
on their sides" and that they could have been caught "without the water coming

19
over my shoes." ,
Waiting to be eaten or exported were

numbers of herring, shad, rock-

fish, trout, bass, flounders, sturgeon, and sheepshead.

Father White added whales,

porpoises, mullets, soles, plaice, and mackerel to the catalogue.
spondent observed in 1705:
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Another corre-

Those which I know myself I remember by the nameS of herring,
rock, sturgeon, shad, oldwife, sheepshead, b lack and red
drums, trout, taylor,
, sunfish, bass, chub, plaice,
flounder, whiting, fatback, maid, wife, small turtle, crab,
oyster, mussel, cockle, shrimp, needlefish, bream, carp,
pike, jack, mullet, eel, conger eel, perch and catfish
Those ,<lhich I remember to have seen there of the kinds that
are not eaten are the whale, porpoise, shark, dogfish, gar,
stingray, thornback, sawfish, toadfish, frogfish, land crabs,
fiddlers, and perhlinkle. 20
Stingrays and je llyfish ,i1ere nuisance creatures which peppered the Bay < Though
whales were not common, a Virginia man applied for a wha

license as early

as 1710; in 1747 thirty barrels of oil "ere made by John Custis from a whale which
had washed ashore; in 1791 Virginia produced

~263

gallons of whale oil.

21

The Chesapeake Bay is known principally for its variety and delectability
of shellfish.

Every cove and channel abounds with crabs, clams and oysters.

Today strict regulations control the taking of shellfish and extensive efforts
are being made for their conservation, but no such problems existed for the colonists.

It has been said that the only thing which saved the first settlers at

Jamestown from total starvation was a plentiful supply of oysters.

The first

recorded oyster roast in the New World seems to have taken place in Virginia on
April 27, 1607, when an exploring party came across an Indian feast at which they
found the oysters to be "large and delicious. II

22

Although at first the bivalves

seemed to be more popular a delicacy among the Indians than with the colonists,
by the end of the eighteenth century oyster merchants had gained in respectability

an d

. .~n
prosper~ty

M
i d and V'~rg~!ua.
. . 23
aryan

By 1954 , Mary 1an d a 1one was ta k'~ng

in 20,000,000 pounds of oysters a year, worth some nine million dollars.
The colonists' efforts at conservation centered mainly around the prevention
of soil erosion and the clearing from rivers of logs, trees, silt and bal1ust .

•

Poplar, Tilghman and Sharp's Islands have nevertheless steadily lost acreage to
the forces of erosion.

•

Holland Island started to lose ground to the Bay in the

early part of this century; by 1920 most families there had been forced to move,
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and now only one house remains.

24

Under legislation enacted in 1964, Naryland

now offers up to fifty percent funding for the construction of shore erosion control structures, as well as technical advice and assistance to property owners.
A number of state agencies have been established for purposes of conserving
the Bay's natural resources.

Among them are the Board of Natural Resources (cre-

ated in 1941), the Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs (1964,

ing the

Department of Tidewater Fisheries), the Department of Game and Inland Fish (1939),
and the Department of Water Resources (1964).25
Fishing and oystering

~echniques

remain much the same today as in the early

1600's, by which time the Indians had become
of the Chesapeake to serve as tutors and
pean explorers.

enough at

the bounty

for the "fully civilized" Euro-

It seems that the only sophistications added by the white

n~n

have been the intuitive deductions that "it is bad luck to swear while fishing"
and that "good fortune is yours i f you spit on your bait.

.

So the Chesapeake men continue to sail the Bay for its peace and serenity
and to search it for its natural treasures.

In the poem "These Chesapeake Hen"

by Gilbert ByronThey seek the imperial shad and the lowly crab,
The oys ter, the \veakfish, the turt Ie, the rockfish,
The muskrat, the eel, the terrapin, diamond-backed,
The clam, the blue fish, the wild duck,
In the mating of the kingfisher,
In the sloughing of the soft crab,
In the softness of the water's touch,
In the flight of great blue heron,
In the scu
of the oar,
In the passing schools of fish,
In the be lly of the sail,
In the hauling of the seine,
In the taste of oysters raw,
In the soaring fish-ha,vk's wings,
In the touch of soutl~est wind,
In the little wavps that break,
In the surge agains t the prow,
In the cliffs of yellow clay,
In the s~tting of the sun,
In the quest of quj~t hQrbor,
In the Chesapcake. 26
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IX.
TRANSPORTATION, BOATING AND SHIPBUILDING

'~

gentle breeze wafts us pleasantly on our course;

the day is splendid, and the

inter~sting

and magnificent

ob jects which continually s trike the eyes, infinite 1y exceed

The Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries gave the tidewater colonis ts a means
of social and commercial intercourse unique to the American colonies, which thereby made possible the very rapid settlement of both Maryland and Virginia.

Forty-

eight navigable rivers besides the Bay itself greatly facilitated the exportation
and importation of staples and commodities in an age when interonnecting highways
were unknown, and cross country travel was difficult at best.

Although the fig··

ures were not known to the colonists, they were surely aware of the proportions:
of the 13,959 square miles in the total area of Maryland, there are some 4,285
square miles of water.

*

*

*

Sailing from England to America in the seventeenth century was no easy matter.
The voyage consumed anywhere from seven to twelve weeks, depending upon which route
was taken.

The northern passage past Newfoundland was shorter and more convenient,

generally taking seven to eight weeks to complete.

Before 1650, however, the more

frequented route was by way of the southern passage, which traversed the West Indies.
The

and Dove spent three months on the Atlantic Ocean. stopping for short re-

spites at the islands of Barbados and Saint Kitts.

When the two small pinnaces

finally reached the Chesapeake they caused no little excitement among the Indian'"
who wondered "where that tree should grow, out of \vhich so great a canow should
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•

•

be hewn, supposing it all of one piece, as their canows./I

1

Conditions on shipboard were appallingly filthy, and the crowded quarters
made disease and death exceedingly common.

When transatlantic voyages were n'adc

through hot tropical climates, the co lonis ts v]ho sought but the promise of hope
and a new home often were joined by large groups of convicts and slaves, many
of whom fell victims to "jail fever" and "negro fever."

Death at sea usually

meant burial at sea, and with little or no ceremony.
Travelers quickly learned that the best time to make the trip was in the
fall and spring, after the hot summers or cold and rough winters.

Whenever their

journey '.as taken, however, passengers had to put up with poor food and an abundance of rats.

Captains waged a constant war against the "worm" which ravaged

through every ship.

Shipowners often tried to cut their costs by purchas

spoiled provisions:

standard fare was old hard biscuit, salted meat, and cheese.

Sometimes the rats which plundered through the holds were killed, cooked and eatep.,
A seventeenth century writer complained of the shipboard cuisine thus
But oh the great bowls of Pease - porridge that appeared
in sight every day about the hour of twelve, ingulfed the
senses of my Appetite so, with the restringent quality of
the Salt Beef, upon the internal Inhabitants of my belly,
that a
for some dayes after my arrival, with
his Bag - pipes of Physical operations, could hardly
make my Puddings dance in any methodical order. 2
Only those who were "ealthy and privileged enough to dine at the captain's table
had fresh meat and vegetables.

3

There were few recreations for early travelers, who spent much of their time
doing their own laundry, baking, fishing and butchering
to bring a

a pig).

they had happened

Excitement was sometimes provided by impromptu skirmishes

with pirates or national enemies, when whole bags of mail might be throvlt1 overboard to prevent confidential letters from falling into the wrong hands.
rest of the long hours were spent in fighting boredom and disease.

The

Certainly

those colonists on the mainland did not relish the prospect of facing a new W;'lve
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of the plague.

By the eighteenth century, tho'Jgh, conditions had improved sig-

nific<1ntly, primarily due to incl.·eased usage of the northern passage.
Maryland in 1766

Even so,

a quarantine act which required that shipmasters swear

under oath that their vessels had arrived relatively free of disease. 4
Westbound mariners knew their voyage would soon be over when the smel.1 of
Virginia

trees wafted past their nostrils, sometimes from as far as sixty

leagues offshore, and when the sea changed color from the deep blue of midocean to the dark green off the eastern coast of America.

5

Land 'vas always a

welcome s

*

*

*

Indians, especial.1y the Susquehannoughs, had long used the waterways of
Haryland for peaceful inter-tribal communication as well as for hostile warpaths,
Their canoes and two-masted pinnaces (called

IJua",. .L ... . , " )

were soon adopted by the

colonists as the most efficient method of transportation..

There were also oar-

propelled barges and packet-boats ''which not only gave to our people a freedom
and facility of intercourse with one another not enj

by any other agricultural

community on the face of the globe, but shaped their manners and
customs to an extent "hich i t is difficult to exaggerate. 11 6

regula~ed

their

Other craft in vogue

included shallops, bateaus, canoes, skiffs, wherries, piraguas, flats, longboats,
dories, yawls, luggers and dinghies.
The first public utility in the New World was a ferry servi.ce started on
the Chesapeake Bay in 1638.

Maryland supplied a boat to enable its

to commute to Saint Nary's City; in Virginia, a man who had been convicted of
fornication was ordered to set up a

operation across the Old Plantation

Creek or submit to thirty lashes of the whip.
poled or paddled across stream or river.

The first ferries were log canoes

Hagons were ca"rried "lith their vlheels

resting i.n two canoes, and their horses s"iullning.
beamed rm.Jboats.

Then came flats or bToad-

For longer trips, such as those across thE: Bay itself, sailing
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vessels were used.

Today

boats are still operating in Wicomico County in

the eighteenth century fashion:

a flat boat about forty-five feet

is pro

pelled across stream by one Ulan pulling at a rope stretched from bank to bank.

7

Some ferry services operated more like taxis and advertised that passengers
would be carried to any spot ordered in tidewater Maryland or

But most

of the transports went back and forth from one point to another on the Bay.

By

the middle of the eighteenth century there were three shuttles running
between Annapolis on the Severn, and Kent Island, Rock Hall and Oxford on the
eastern shore.
take

n~

A traveler going from Williamsburg to Annapolis was ob

fewer than a dozen ferries.

to

By the end of the colonial period the most

important of the Chesapeake ferries was that which sailed from Annapolis to Rock
Hall, cutting off some thirty miles of land travel on the trip north to Philadelphia.
For the most part Maryland was successful in establishing a system of free
public ferries, supported by county levies, while Virginia had begun to license
its many private services as early as 1640.
government regulation, great

Among the ferries operated free from

existed which tended to improve service.

Nevertheless, complaints were no less common in 1669 than they are some three
hundred years later concerning service on other modes of public transportation.
It was claimed that the Elk River

"hath of Late been kept by Negroes whose

Master being for the most part absent
Duty."

8

Sometimes when only one

very Negligent in Discharging their
was operating over a particular river the

prospective passenger had to build a fire to attract the attention of the
man on the opposite shore with smoke s

But when it took George

fourteen hours to cross from Annapolis to Chestertown in 1791, his problems were
caused mainly by the horrendous weather.
Once on board and under fair skies, however, the journey often provided an
enjoyable interlude from the corr.rnon vexations of colonial travel.
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Wrote William

Eddis in one of his

"rA] gentle breeze wafts us pleasnnt

on course; the day is splendid, and the interesting and mngnific€nt objects which
continually strike the eyes, infinitely exceed the utmost

po>~ers of description.,,9

Early mariners on the Chesapeake, if they were to avoid

their ves-

sels or running aground, had to knot. we 11 its shoa Is and sha llows .

The depths

of the Bay vary from numerous sandbars and mud banks near the surface to the 137
foot-deep bed of the Patuxent River.

Bet"Jeen 1590 and 1776 there were some

t~.JO

hundred and forty-seven maps drawn of the Bay, the first being DeBryts chart in

1590, which was followed by John Smith1s 1608 renditions.
commis~ioned

In 1659 Lord BalUmore

Augustine Herman to draw a detailed map of tidewater Maryland.

Her-

man took ten years to complete his work, which has been called "one of the greatest
pioneer achievements in American cartography."

10

The first

-scale mariner's

chart, with comprehensive hydrographic information about depths throughout the
11
Bay, was made in 1735 by Captain Walter Hoxton.
The nineteenth century brought about a change in types of Chesapeake Bay
vessels from the old-time ferry boats to transportation by steamboat.
one years before Robert Fulton exhibited his

nJenty-

James Rumsey of Middle

Neck operated a boat on the Potomac River which was propelled by a stream
water forced from its stern by power from a steam pump.

12

or

The first steamboat

service on the Bay was offered on June 21, 1813 by the "Chesapeake," built by
William Flanigan of Baltimore, which sailed from Balti.more to Frenchtown.

13

There

was steady expansion of the business until every bay or river port had both passenger and

steamboat service to Baltimore.

offering was a ride on the

Perhaps the most pleasant

theater," a summer aboard which inspired

Edna Ferber to "rite "Show Boat."
Not until 1952, when the great Chesapeake Bay Bridge was built, did steamboat ferries suffer their demise.

The Bridge is four miles long and is one of

the largest continuolls over-water steel structures in the ,.IQrld.
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Its use hHs

exceeded estimations to such an extent that several additional spans have been
authorized by the Haryland General Assembly.

*

*

*

Surprisingly enough, in <iln area so placid and available as the Chesapeake
Bay, there are few recorded descriptions of pleasure boating in the colonial
period.

Pinnaces even smaller than the fifty-ton Dove were often seen during

the seventeenth century.
vessel called the

Sus~

But the earliest known yacht on the Bay vias a small
(owned by Hajor Richard Sewale of Haryland) which made

its first appearance in 1689.

14

This was one of the few boats of the day to be

used exclusively for pleasure cruising; more often it

\~as

the commercial schooner

made to double as a sporting craft which "las taken out for a Sunday sailing.
Many colonists, hO\lIever, maintained small rowboats, canoes and barges that could
be used for recreational purposes.

Sometime before 1745 the first pilot-boats

appeared, and these served as the prototypes for the schooner-yachts which were
to become fashionable among people of means.
By 1760 there were organized regattas on the Chesapeake Bay, spectacles
whose color and excitement have survived to the present.

In the spring and surn-

mer of 1774, betting races were held on the Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers:
The Boats were to Start, to use the Language of
Jockeys, immediately after Dinner; A Boat was anchored
down the River at a Hile Distance-Captain Dobby and
Captain
steer'd the Boats in the Race-Captain
Benson
Oarsmen; Captain Dobby had 6 - I t was
Ebb-Tidco-The Betts were small-& chiefly given to the
Negr"oes who rowed-Captain Benson ~"on the first RaceCaptain Purchace offered to bett ten Dollars that with
the same Boat & same Hnnds, only having Liberty to put
a small Height in the Stern, he would be.at Captain
son-He was taken, & came out best only half the Boats
Length,lS
In 1851 the yacht !\merica, modeled after the early pilot-boats, captured a heraIded race against the best contemporary English craft, thereby spawning the seed
for the popular America's Cup races.

The first yacht club on the Bay was founded
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in 1852, the Chesapeake Bay Yacht Club coming later, in 1885.

16

Recreational boating has experienced phenomenal growth during the twentieth
century, and the waters of the Bay have not diminished in popularity.

To control

the use of pleasure craft and maintain safety standards, the Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs supervises the operation of the Maryland Marine Police, believed
to be one of the largest, best-trained and best-equipped units of its kind in
the world.

*

*

*

The shipbuilding industry had a slm17 but sure beginning on the Chesapeake.
The first colonists to reach the shores of Virginia brought with them various
parts of a small barge, which they assembled soon after landing.

Raw materials

were plentiful in the backwoods of Maryland and Virginia, but it was not until
1610, when some forty professional shipbuilders were summoned from England, that
sailing vessels started being produced on a regular basis.

By 1624 there were

forty ships native to the Chesapeake, the largest being about forty tons.

William

Claiborne set up a small shipyard on Kent Island to produce medium size pinnaces
and shallops for his trading activities.

Towards the end of the seventeenth cen-

tury larger ships of about 150 tons' burden were being built.

By this time the

Bay colonies had produced more than a hundred substantial sea-going vessels. 17
Maryland shipbuilding, which was concentrated in Talbot and Kent Counties
on the eastern shore, slowed considerably in the early 1700's as a result of the
loss of numerous vessels during Queen Anne's War and in trading to the West Indies.
At the end of the war in 1713, activity livened and reports of many new launchings
appeared in the colonial gazettes.

The industry prospered largely because of

abundant wood resources close by the Chesapeake; shortages of iron, sailcloth
and shipwrights were met with newer and larger importations from London.
A great many English shipwrights migrated to the colonies during the first
half of the eighteenth century.

At first they settled on convenient navigable
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tributaries of the Chesapeake, later concentrating in the seaport
Annapolis, Chestertown and Norfolk.
flourish.

to\~ns

of

Many offspring industries now began to

Ship chandleries, iron manufacturers, ropev1alks and sail makers did

thriving businesses.

There Ivere numerous and complete facilities for refitting

and repairing damaged vessels.

For many years Annapolis was the chief rival to

Norfolk in the competition for ships in need of outfitting and repair.
Particularly after King George's War the excess of demand over supply in
sailing vessels led to higher production costs, and there was considerable expense (and risk) involved for businessmen in the shipbuilding industry.

A two-

year collapse in the market between 1766 and 1768 failed to repress rising costs,
and more than one shipbuilder went out of business.

Nevertheless, in the years

before the Revolution, the Chesapeake was a shipbuilding center second only to
New England in size and importance.

*

*

After the Revolutionary War, all manner of sailing
the Chesapeake Bay.

could be seen on

Besides the familiar sloops, pinnaces and packet boats there

were barks, snows, brigs, brigantines and schooners.
When experimentation with new shapes and designs, sizes of sails and number
of masts was in vogue at the start of the eighteenth century, classification of
the various
Baltimore

became difficult.
ship.

It was easy to identify, however, the famous

In the language of the mariner, it was "a trim, rakish

craft, \Vi th smooth unde rbody. cons iderab Ie dead rise , deep

,,18

freeboa rd, and a minimum of s

of keel aft, low

In short, it was sleek and fast.

The Clipper was developed during the Revolutionary War-to facilitate smuggling
and privateering on and around the

Bay.

19

After the war they quickly

caught on to the north and the south and soon became famous the Iwrld over for
their unmatched speed and efficiency.
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The Maryland shiphuilding industry itself took on an international character
during the nineteenth century.

liith the advent of the metal hull and increasingly

sophisticated designs, construction centers moved from bayside yards to mammoth
plants owned and operated by large corporations. 20

Today, the indus tryon the

southern sbores of the Bay is limited chiefJ.y to the makine of small pleasure
craft.
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x.
COM!1ERCE AND TRADE

"Tis the Blessi!ill.....of this Connt.EY . . . and fi.ts it extremely

.9ommodities at their own Back doors! as the wJloIe ColonY,_!2_
\I

The Chesapeake Bay and its many tributaries had perhaps their greatest"

in~

fluenee on. the his corical deve lopment of l1aryland and Virginia by provic1:blg the
natural \.Jaterways vlhieh made possible the large-scale production and merchandising of tobacco.

Had there been no Bay, the tobacco-producing colonies undoubt-

edly would have lagged in the growth of their population and pwsperity.
In the first half of the seventeenth century, mercantile interests on th2
Bay centered primarily around the fur-trading activities of the early frontiersmen.

}fost prominent among these were Captain John Smith, Captain. Henry Fleet,

and Wi.lliam Claiborne.

It was not until the colonists' fondness for rum and sugar

bega11 to stimulate trade ,vi th the West Ind iea that the Chesapeake assertEd 5 ts
international significance.
American meat and fish.

Barbados and Bermuda were willing cllstomers for

And the abundance of oak and soft yellow pine on Chesa-

peake r.hores and in its back\voods spurred the growth of the shipbuilding indw;try.
One curious phenomenon whieh resulted from the Bay's extraordlnary accessibility to sea-borne traffic was the negative effeet it had upon the grm-i'th of
townships.
tutions.

This in turn repressed the develcpr,l£nt of soc.ial awl cultl1l:al illsti~Hl1iam

Eddis painted out in one of his
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• . . Maryland will never abound with ports . . . By the
advantage of so many navigable waters, an opportunity is
afforded to ship the produce of many extensive districts,
even at the doors of the respective planters; who, consequently, have not that inducement, co~non to most countries,
for establishing themselves in populous communities. l
The principal river towns of tidewater Maryland which flourished during the halfcentury before the Revolution were Port Tobacco, Piscataway, Bladensburg, Londontown, Joppa, Charlestown, and St. Mary's City.

These communities became centers

for the sale of imported goods as well as departure points for the exported commodities of tobacco, corn-, wheat, lumber and iron.

Along the fall line there

were established such towns as Upper Marlboro on the Patuxent, Georgetown and
Alexandria on the Potomsc, Fredericksburg and Falmouth on the Rappahannock, Richmond on the James, and Petersburg on the Appomattox.
in supplying goods to the hinterlands westward.

Each of these was important

Annapolis and Williamsburg, seats

of the colonial governments in Maryland and Virginia, fostered brisk businesses
among shopkeepers and tavernkeepers, craftsmen, merchants, shipbuilders and chandlers.

Until it was surpassed by Baltimore in the 1770's, Norfolk, Virginia, was

the Chesapeakets leading port and commercial center.

2

Baltimore itself was a fall line to,vn which saw its development nourished
by both the Chesapeake trade to the east and the agricultural boom to the west.
In December of 1730 surveyors laid out the first plans of what was to become one
of the largest cities in the nation.

At the time of its birth, the present Balti-

more was the third community in the province to bear the name of Maryland's Lord
Proprietary, and was situated between the already existing townships of Joppa
and Elk

Landing.

The port area of the city was far from being a great nat-

ural harbor.

As early as the Revolutionary War, artificial construction devices

were being used to improve the harbor, with crude machines brought in to dredge
. 3
and enlarge It.
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Already mentioned have been the l:apid deve lopl11ent of the seafood an;:! shipbuildi.ng industries,
omy HoS tobacco.

But by far the most important stdple :in the coloni::;1 econ-

And a

the delicate nature of the

land transportation of the thousands of half-ton

ways were

recogni~ed

rrecluded over"
, the

as ideal for the purpose.

An eighteenth-century

writer observed:
I'TJiR t.he Ble
, . . and fits i.t
extremely for the Trade it carries on, that the Planters
can deliver· their Commoditie:; at their mm Back doors,
as the whole Colony
intc;rflm;r'd by thE: most navigable
Rivers in the World.
It ,-las a Virginian named John Rolfe vlho first discovered (in 1612) that
tobacco \,'ould grow well in the Chesapeake COUlltry and sell pJ:ofitab1y in
objections "lhich ranged from King James' op:tnion that the ,·iced

,·;<1S

"loath-

some to the eye, hateful to the nose) harmful to the brain," and "dangc::ous to
the lungs,tI to the Virgi.nia Company's insistence that the

produce a 'lad.eLy

of commodities, tobacco quickly caught on as the staple of ecol1oh'Y.

Nany of the

early settlers at Jamesto,·m and St, Hary's City \clerc planters 'Vlho ovJtH.:(] s:nall
clearings called "oronookos," in ,,,hich tobe,ceo wC!.s
1619 it was the only

to England,

being

ctlltiw:tcrl.

the time of the Revolution, the export total

wa~"

By

Production

in 1628 to 1,500,00 pounds in 1639,

60,000 pounds in 1622 to 500,000

leaf, worth some $4,000,000.

extensivf~ly

By

100,000,000 pounds of fini-shed

5

The buslness of manufHcturing and marketirg tob2CCO was not 1Ji.thout its
risks,

PlaDte~s

faced the substantial possibilities

tllBt

pocr weather wculd

rui~

their crops, or that they Hould 108e their product ia ship"rrecks or to pirateS
or privateers.

There were also dcpressions resulting from overproduction or \v:u' ..

t Imc res trictiolls on exp01<t~,

If a su f flcient number of hogsheads survived the

rolH.ng and stormy seas bet',!een the Chesape.::kc and the British Isles, thcre,.;Qs
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the additional peril that shifts in the weather "ould cause spoilage of the product.

Despite all of the attendant risks, however, the tobacco trade proved an

invaluable source of l'evenue for both the royal treasury and the colonial governments.

Taxes and duties imposed on exports and imports made the tobacco colonies

"of as great importance to his Majesty as the Spanish Indies to Spain. ,,6
So much tobacco was exported by the Maryland and Virginia colonies that by
1660 the English market had become glutted.

Various attempts were made to reduce

the amount of tobacco manufactured, to regulate the size of hogsheads and prohibit
shipments in bulk, and to prevent the exportation of "trash tobacco."
situat{on remained serious.

But the

Lord Culpeper, the Governor of Virginia, declared

that "Our thriving is our undoing."

7

The potential economic disaster never mat-

erialized, but only because of the gradual though certain establishment of a tobacco market on the European Continent.

By the end of the seventeenth century,

some two-thirds of the crop annually produced on the shores of the Chesapeake
was being imported by Holland, France, Spain, and a few years later by the Baltic
.
'
8
countrLes
and R
USSLa.

*

*

*

One of the most attractive features of colonial trade for the English was
that, with the exception of sailing vessels, Maryland and Virginia produced almost nothing \Vhich might compete substantially with British manufacturing interests.

On the other hand, the Chesapeake colonies consumed large amounts of Brit-

ish cloth, china, hardware, building materials, and other goods.

It 'vas not until

the beginning of the eighteenth century that serious efforts were made by the
colonies at agricultural diversification.

Later on, industries for tanning hides

and producing iron and cloth began to give body to the American economy.

The

fur trade which was so important to early Chesapeake entrepreneurs remained relatively small throughout the colonial period.
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In addition to their rapid 1y grm']ing exchange of consumer products, England
and her colonies maintained a vigorous trade in slaves during the eighteenth century.

Negroes were bought on the African coast for as little as 1,4 to 1;6 apiece.

Between 1700 and 1750, their going rate in the Chesapeake colonies increased from
1:.16 to 1:.40 apiece.

At firs t colonial merchants '.vere deterred from entering the

highly profitable trade, for want of investment capital, and most of the slavetrading business was monopolized by the large and influential Royal African Company operating out of England.

Gradually, however, as the American economy grew

and prospered, American cap.ital found its way into the British companies.
There were substantial risks in the trade of slaves which tempered some of
the enthusiastic financial prospects.

Shippers sailing from Africa to the Chesa-

peake had to contend with debilitating heat, rampant disease and a great many
pirates.

Negroes were packed into ships' holds with little concern for their

health or survival:
poor to non-existent.

sanitation, ventilation and food ran the short gamut from
It was not uncommon for a slaving transport to lose one-

quarter of its human cargo enroute.

9

Despite the high mortality rate, the slave population around the Chesapeake
multiplied tremendously during the eighteenth century.

In 1700 there were ap-

proximately 6,000 slaves in Virginia and 4,000 in Maryland.

By 1790 the two states

numbered between them some 400,000 negroes and the rate of increase alarmed even
the early eighteenth century governments.

In 1710 Governor Alexander Spotswood

of Virginia claimed that "the Country is already ruined by the great number of
negros imported of late years."

10

After that year both Maryland and Virginia

began to impose higher duties on imported slaves, in an attempt to reduce the
heavy traffic (While at the same time raising needed revenues).

This legisla-

tion upset the British interests, to the point where the Privy Council introduced
its own regulations over the trade.

Depending on the relative economic and
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political postures on both sides of the Atlantic, duties applicable to slave imports fluctuated throughout the century.
Besides the slave trade, large numbers of immigrants seeking homes in the
New World and felons released at the convenience of the British Government, provided both English and American shipmvoers with ample revenues from transportation.

But as with other mercantile ventures across the Atlantic, the many prob-

lems of overseas trade made free enterprise as much a challenge as a profitable
activity.
All told, however, Bri!ish imports of goods and commodities from the Chesapeake Bay during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries accounted for more than
half of the total imports from the combined American colonies.

*

*

*

Trade between the Chesapeake provinces and other American settlements was
founded primarily on the exportation of grain, foodstuffs and lumber rather than
of tobacco.

Maryland and Virginia sent large quantities of corn, wheat and flour

to New England.

In return, the New England colonies supplied

European-~~de

clothes

and domestic foodstuffs, including codfish, mackerel, cheeses, raisins, apples
and cranberries.

Also imported from the north were various beverages and 'ilha ling

products, woodenware, furniture and simple tools.

It is interesting to note that

the New England colonies used many of their Chesapeake imports for third-party
trade with Great Britain and the West Indies,

~vhi1e

Maryland and Virginia consumed

most of their New England products domestically.
The Middle Atlantic provinces also maintained active trading relationships
with the West Indies, to and from which the short voyage had its definite advantages over the lengthy trip to England, and with the Wine Islands (Hadeira, Cape
Verde, and the Azores), Spain, Portugal and Italy.

Grain, lumber and salted fish

were exported from the Chesapeake Bay, in return for wine, rum, sugar, salt, cotton, molasses, citrus fruits and bills of exchange. 11
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*

*

*

The development of a domestic merchant marine fleet in the Chesapeake was
a slow and costqy process.

As with other economic ventures between England and

her colonies, most of the capital outlay was made by the established British
businessmen.

Few ships were owned by colonists before the end of the seventeenth

century, although several Virginians and Marylanders held shares in British shipping companies.
In 1633 there were some thirty to forty vessels trading to Virginia.
1667 the number had

increas~d

By

to between eighty and a hundred, witll approximately

one-third dealing with Maryland.

The tobacco export boom inflated the number

of trading ships from around 150 vessels carrying 75,000 hogsheads of tobacco
in 1700, to twice that number and amount in 1706.

Subsequently, there was a

gradual decline in tobacco shipping, as new regulations on its exportation were
enacted throughout the rest of the colonial period.
Another interesting comparison between the Chesapeake colonies and their
New England counterparts may be seen in the amounts of British mercantile investment in shipping to the two'areas.

In 1743 the value of British shipping in

Maryland and Virginia was estimated at 1330,000 and employment was had by 3,360
mariners; in New England the value was about 124,000 and 240 sailors were employed.
As early as 1661 both Maryland and Virginia passed various acts to encourage
the growth of a native American merchant marine.

Progress was slow and unsteady.

Most of the colonially owned vessels traded with the West Indies, far closer to
the Chesapeake than the British Isles.

But losses were heavy, especially during

times of war, because the Chesapeake-West Indian routes seldom carried protectiVe
convoys.

Depressions and revivals in the number of colonial vessels occurred

during and after the Anglo-French Wars and King George's War.

By the middle of

the eighteenth century the Maryland merchant marine had sixty ships manned by
480 sailors.
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The Chesapeake's early dependence upon Great Britain for the safe conduct
and delivery of its exports and imports gradually relaxed over the century-anda-half following the first settlement of the Maryland and Virginia colonies.
Increas

colonial ownership and economic prosperity, combined with continuing

restrictions imposed by the mother country, were several of the factors which
created a climate of, and spurred the quest for, independence in America.

*

*

*

After the Revolutionary Har, the commercial development of the Chesapeake
Bay made rapid advances.

For the first time, however, the political separation

of Maryland and Virginia presented clear-cut difficulties in the regulation of
trade to, from and between the now sovereign states.

Virginia found itself un-

able to establish an efficient system of duties vlhich did not conflict with those
of Maryland.

In 1777, Congress had recommended that Maryland, Virginia and North

Carolina settle their differences through joint arbitration, but for various reasons the discussions never materialized.
ginia appointed

co~~issioners

The following year, Maryland and Vir-

for the express purpose of deciding upon the rights

of each state to the use of and jurisdiction over the Chesapeake Bay, but again
the convention failed to reach any agreement satisfactory to both sides.

Finally,

in 1785, commissioners from the two states formally settled upon a compact.

In principle, Virginia

to relinquish her right to charge tolls for

Maryland vessels entering the Chesapeake Bay through the Virginia Capes; Maryland
gave Virginia the rights of use, navigation and jurisdiction of the Bay and the
Potomac and Pocomoke Rivers; and fishing rights in the Potomac Were made common
to citizens of both states.

The first two provisions were rendered ineffective

with the adoption in 1787 of the Commerce Clause of the Federal Constitution,
but the agreement over equal fishing rights retained its

va l ~'d'~ty. 13

The

various disputes subsequently arising out of the Compact of 1785 will be treated
in the discussion of boundary disputes, infra. 14
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XI.
THE BAY IN WARTIME

"On the shore, dimly seen thro' the mist of the deep,
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes . •
'Tis the star-spangled banner.

Dh! long may it vlave

O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave!"
The broad reaches of the Chesapeake Bay and the extensiveness of its tributary system have made both Maryland and Virginia, from their earliest histories,
particularly vulnerable to naval attack.

Whether the enemy was Spanish, Dutch,

French, English, pirate or privateer, the colonial governments had to defend the
vast area of the Bay itself besides the many rivers feeding into it.
In addition, the tobacco colonies had to depend upon Great Britain for the
protection of their merchant marine vessels during the transportation of coromercial items to and from the Chesapeake.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies it was not unusual for a fleet of one hundred and fifty to two hundred
ships to cross the Atlantic together, with the annual export of goods and commodities from Maryland and Virginia, two of Great Britian's most productive colonies.

Such large convoys, often accompanied by warships, were the primary means

of defense against enemies of all sorts, in war and

.

~n

peace.

1

The New England, Carolina and Georgia colonies could secure themselves
against direct attack with strategically placed forts at the mouths of rivers
and at the entrances to harbors.

But the opening to the Chesapeake !lay vJas so

wide, and the settlers of Maryland and Virginia were so widely scattered, that
forts were of little use (except on islands and small rivers) and the threat of
enemy depredations was ever present.

The Chesapeake colonies quickly reached
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the conclusion that their only true means of protection rested in a naval force.

2

The first recorded naval engagement in the New World took place in 1635 bet~veen

pinnaces mmed by William Claiborne of Virginia and Leonard Calvert, Gover-

nor of Maryland.

But it was some years later before a foreign country was to

violate Chesapeake waters.

In 1667 Virginia petitioned the Crown's Privy Coun-

cil for a frigate to defend her shores against the Dutch.

England responded by

sending over the Elizabeth, but the gesture proved too little, and too late.
Five Dutch warships easily took the

and controlled the Bay for almost

a week before leaving of their own accord.
War

i~

Five years later, in the third Dutch

1672-1673, two men-of-war lent to the colonies

England were captured.

During the next decade and a half, the Bay was the scene of numerous skirmishes.

Bacon's Rebellion in 1676 witnessed the meeti.ng of the opposing forces'

small navies.

In 1681 pirates unsuccessfully attempted to seize the Lord Pro-

prietor of Maryland together with the Provincial Magazine.

And in 1685, despite

the presence of a royal warship on the Bay, the pirate Roger Makeele roamed,
seized and plundered at Wil1. 3
The colonies continued to make repeated requests for naval protection from
England, especially during King William's I<[ar in the 1690's and Queen Anne's Wars
after 1701.

Even between these conflicts pirates and privateers had regular field

days on and around the Bay.

Later on, in 1708-1709, French privateers increased

their depredations against the east coast of North America, and frequent rumors

of impending attacks kept Virginia and Maryland in continuous and apprehensive
vigi.1.
From 1713 to 1720, Spanish ships regularly took prizes from the Chesapeake
Bay's commercial fleet, despite the Peace of Utrecht in 1713.
a marked increase in acts of piracy:

The 1720's saw

it was the heyday of the pirates Louis

Guittar, John Vidal, Roberts and Blackbeard.

After 1727, piracy diminished but

privateering ,vas more commonplace than ever, particularly between 1745 and
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17~8

when dozens of Chesapeake ships fell prey, and even plantations on the eastern
shore were plundered.
"Privateers" (from "private" and "volunteer") were originally authorized
by governments, through "letters of marque and reprisal," to recover from other
ships a sum equal to the amount taken or owed by the enemy.

Later on the commis-

sions were issued to any vessel willing to interfere with enemy shipping.

While

pirates were universally condemned, privateering was legal---and condoned, if
not encouraged, by most governments.
The first privateering on the Chesapeake was by Claiborne and Calvert in
the dispute over Kent Island.

Far more prominent from an historical perspective,

however, were the subsequent privateering activities on behalf of Maryland and
Virginia, which gave the two colonies some measure of an offensive naval force.
Nevertheless, during the colonial period, "at no time did the Chesapeake receive
what might be called sufficient naval protection.

This rich seat of comnlerCe

was . . • one of the weakest spots in the armor of the British Empire. ,,4
Privateering tended to be discouraged by the Chesapeake colonies during the
first half of the eighteenth century.

But after 1740. increased capital enabled

the Bayls privateers to roam widely in pursuit of enemy vessels, and their importance continued through both the Revolutionary War and the War of l.8l2.

Hany

judicial decisions during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries involved the
disposition of prizes taken on the Bay as well as those captured on the high seas.
There was little consistency from one case to the next, until. Parliament in 1708
enacted a law which regulated the taking and awarding of prizes.

*

*

*

Almost without exception, every war in which Great Britain was involved after
the seventeenth century had reverberations within the Chesapeake Bay.

After the

Declaration of Independence in 1776, no fewer than five of the original thirteen
states were located on or very close to the Bay.
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It was not until the Revolutionary Har that England had its first direc·t
confrontation with the American colonies.

As colonial trade began to offer stiff

competition to England, Parliament in 1774 passed a series of "Navigation Acts,"
which were quickly labeled by many Americans as the "Intolerable Acts."

These

were the last straws in what the colonists viewed as a systematic program of com
mercial intimidation which England had begun with the Stamp Act of 1765.
Maryland's opposition to the increasing mercantile restrictions was as
strong as in any of the colonies.

On October 19, 1774, one year after the

Bos ton Tea Party, the brig

and he r cargo of 2,300 pounds of tea

were Hurned in the harbor at Annapolis.

The fire was lit by the brig's owner

himself, Anthony Stewart, after he announced his contrition:
• • • we solemnly declare, for the future, that we
never will infringe any resolution formed by the peo
ple, for the salvation of their rights; nor will we do any
act that may be injurious to the liberties of the people;
and to shew our desire of
in unity ,-lith the friends
of America, we request this meeting, or as many as may
choose to attend, to be present at any place where the
people shall appoint, and we will there commit to the
flames, or otherwise destroy, as the people may choose,
the detestable article, which has been the cause of
this our misconduct. S
On July 10, 1775, the ship Totness from Liverpool, England, ran aground on a
Chesapeake shoal near the Three Sisters Islands off the Hest River.

days

later members of the colonists t nonimportation association ordered the crew off
and set fire to the vessel and its cargo.
to liberty" within the province.

This was the "second burnt offering

6

The first formal American navy began outfitting in Baltimore in October of
1775.

This was to mark the temporary change of Maryland ts largest city from a

growing industrial conmunity to a military planning center, and of the Chesapeake
Bay from a brisk mercantile arena to a theater of marine warfare.

Baltimore,

however. was to remain the only major city on the Atlantic seaboard never held
by a foreign enemy.

During the Revolutionary War its privateers controlled
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coastal commerce from New England to the West Indies, traded with Bristol and
London while

from Ho lland and France, and ranged as far as the Spanish

Coast and the Pacific Ocean in conducting naval guerilla warfare

the

British.
While defensive preparations were being made in Baltimore, the mouth of the
Chesapeake Bay was being blockaded by the British.

Governor Dunmore continued

his depredations along the Virginia coast, and in the Bay an increas
of enemy cruisers harassed the American merchant marine.

number

Then, on March 5, 1776,

the British sloop-of-war Otter sailed up the Chesapeake and anchored outside of
Annapolis in an overt act of intimidation.

The colonists did not react passively.

In the spring of 1776, the American ship Defense was launched and quickly succeeded
in capturing numerous enemy vessels.

After the Declaration of Independence on

July 4, Maryland's small navy went on to acquit itself well throughout the Revolution. 7
Congress,

in Baltimore in early 1777, received word that the British

were planning to attack certain Maryland coastal settlements on the
Bay.

All

provisions Were ordered removed from the eastern shore, the

lower counties of which were still occupied by numerous Tories.

By August the

British fleet had sailed up to the head of the Bay and several
dispatched up the Elk River to seize American stores.
scene of

had been

("Head of Elk" became the

troops and supplies throughout the war.)

By September the Brit-

ish were in the Patapsco-and Baltimore was ready to give the enemy "a 'i<7arm reception," according to the Maryland Gazette-but the confrontation never took
place.

Throughout 1778, British ships preyed upon mercantile vessels on the Bay

and in 1779 renewed their attacks as part of the campaign which began in the
south with the capture of Savannah, Georgia.

Plundering and looting of property

along the Bay as far north as the Patuxent continued through 1780.
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Lord Cornwallis, incensed at the British defeat in the Battle of Cowpens
in 1781, determined to march north in pursuit of the American army and to meet
his troops in the Chesapeake Bay.
the Susquehanna.

The British planned to take a position near

On April 10th, Sir Henry Clinton wrote to one of his fe How

officers that "the security of the Carolinas is of the greatest moment, but the
best consequences may be expected from an operation up the Chesapeake."

Lord

Cornwallis in turn wrote Clinton the same day, saying "I cannot help expressing
my wishes that the Chesapeake may become the seat of war, even, if necessary,
at the expense of abandoning New York. uS
George Washington prepared to move his army in August, together with the
French allies under Count Rochambeau and Count de Grasse, to meet Cornwallis on
and around the Chesapeake.

9

There was great activity among the merchants of

Baltimore and officers of the Army in establishing supp
ing prospective encampments on the shores of the Bay.
the equipment was not.

routes and provisionThe spirit was there, if

Governor Thomas 8im Lee wrote to General Washington on

Augus t 30th:
You may rely, Sir, on every exertion that is possible
for us to make, to accelerate the movements of the
army on an expedition, the success of which must
hasten the establishment of the Independence of
America . . . Orders have been issued to impress
every vessel belonging to the State, and forwarding
them without delay to the head of Elk. But we are
sorry to inform your Excellency that since the enemy
has had possession of the Bay, our number of sea vessels and craft has been so reduced by captures, that
we are apprehensive what remains will not transport
so considerable a detachment. IO
Washington was appreciative of the efforts made.

Upon his arrival in Baltimore,

he thanked the citizenry at length.
Count Rochambeau encamped his French troops at the site of the old Havre
de Grace race track, jus t before moving on to Yorktown near the southern tip of
the Bay.

On September

he was joined by the fleet of Count deGrasse.
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Together

,~on

they went against the British, inflicted heavy losses, and decisively
Chesapeake for America.
the war was over.

the

A few days later Cornwallis surrendered his troops, and

11

*

*

*

In the years immediately following the Revolution, the Chesapeake Bay continued its prominent position in the affairs of the nation, particularly after
Congress recommended the City of Annapolis for the capitol of the United States.

12

At the end of the eighteenth century a renewed source of friction between
Great Britain and America was fast coming to a head.

Over a long period of time,

begindlng as early as 1690, there were many desertions from British naval and
merchant marine vessels by sailors seeking higher
and living conditions in America.

~vages

and the better working

Before the Revolution, the British had re-

placed de.serters by impressing colonial seamen into the Royal Navy.
done with the ready cooperation of the colonial governments.
however, such practices were no longer possible.

This was

After Independence,

The situation became only more

acute as England's increased involvement with Napolean dictated her concurrent
need for a navy at full strength.
In 1805 James Madison reported to Congress that some 2,273 Americans had
been impressed into the Royal Navy during the past year.

On the other hand, it

was rumored that as many as twenty thousand British sailors were working in the
American merchant marine.

The backbreaking straw came on June 22, 1807, when

the British cruiser Leopard attacked the American frigate Chesapeake just Qut-

.
13
side the three-mile territorial limit, over an impressment d1spute.
Added to this provocation were the "paper blockades" of Ameri('an ports set
up by Britain and France (at war with one another).
in the middle.

The United States was caught

Finally, on June 18, 1812, America declared war on Great Britain.

One of the first places to which the British dispatched troops was the Chesapeake
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Bay.

British captains had long been familiar with the Bay's military advantages,

and both Baltimore (the privateering center) and Washington (the nation's capitol) were situated near the Chesapeake.

And since the states which bordered on

the Bay seemed to be divided as to the desirability of another war with Great
Britain, the area seemed a good place to begin a campaign of terror and attrition.

So on December 26, 1812, Britain formally declared a blockade of the Dela-

ware and Chesapeake Bays.

The British fleet under Rear Admiral George Cockburn

entered the Chesapeake on February 4, 1813, anchoring at Hampton Roads, Virginia.
Four days later the Baltimore schooner Lottery tried to run the British
blockade.

After brisk fighting, in which the Lottery's Captain John Southcomb

was mortally wounded, she was taken as a prize.
peake schooners were captured.

On March 16th, four other Chesa-

The British fleet sailed up the Bay in early

April, plundered the exposed settlements, and established a base on Tangier Island.
During that month the British occupied Spesutie, Poplar and Tilghman's Islands,
seized Frenchtown, and threatened both Annapolis and Baltimore.
deGrace, Georgetown and Fredericktown were burned.

In May, Havre

Norfolk held its ground in

June, but the town of Hampton, Virginia succumbed to British invaders.

In late

July and early August the enemy fleet again gave signs of threatening Annapolis
and Baltimore, but settled for the time being as a base on Kent Island.

There

were also three British ships moored within three miles of Washington, D.C.
the meantime, two attempts to capture St. Michael's Island were repulsed.

In
The

British fleet spent the winter of 1813-1814 in Bermuda. 14
In defense of the Chesapeake Bay was Commodore Joshua Barney's flotilla of
twenty-six vessels and nine hundred seamen.

These were little match in numbers

to the British naval forces but during late May and June of 1.814 Barney was successful in conducting a type of hit-and-run warfare on the sea.
1st, he was called to defend Washington.

Then, on July

By early August the British had rein-

forced their Chesapeake fleet and on August 22nd Upper Harlboro
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\~as

taken.

The

American flotilla was ordered to destroy itself.

Two days later the British won

the Battle of Bladensburg and burned the public buildings of the nation's capitol.
Now the plan was to attack the "hornet's nest" of Baltimore, "which had equipped
and sent to sea on President Madison's request more privateers than any other
city in America."

15

While Washington was burning,
in Baltimore.

a Committee of Vigilance and Safety formed

Placed in charge of the military defenses was General Sam Smith,

62 years old and a veteran of the Revolutionary War.

It was known that the Brit-

ish planned to attack the city by both land and sea, and the Americans were prepared.

On the waterfront, Baltimore was protected by Fort McHenry, with one thou-

sand men under the leadership of Major George Armistead, and by two smaller fortifications at Fort Covington and Fort Babcock.

To protect against attacks by land,

defenses were also established at North Point and, directly on the city line, in
what is now Patterson Park.
On September 11, 1814 the British fleet anchored in the mouth of the Patapsco,
and were immediately reconnoitered by a force of Maryland militia under General
John Stricker.

A day later the British landed at North Point and were driven

back, their commander, General Robert Ross, being killed in the fighting.

The

frustrated invaders, facing what seemed to be the entire American army on the
outskirts of Baltimore, never attacked.
At dawn on September 13th, the bombardment of Fort McHenry began.

American

cannons returned the enemy fire but their shells fell far short of the British
vessels.

A nighttime attempt to capture the Fort from the rear was abortive.

Major Armistead revealed the strength and spirit of his troops in a report of
the action he filed with the Secretary of War.
During the bombardment, which lasted tvienty-five hours
(with two slight intermissions), from the best calculations
I can make, from fifteen to eighteen hundred shells were
thrown by the enemy. A few of these fell short. A large
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proportion burst over us, throwing their fragments among
us and
destruction. Many passed over and
about four
fell within the works. Two public
buildings were materially injured, others but slightly.
I am happy to inform you (wonderful as it may appear)
that our loss amounts to only four men killed and 16
twenty-four wounded. The latter will all recover.
Francis Scott Key, the lawyer-poet from Washington, D.C., had sailed from
Baltimore with John Skinner, an American agent for prisoner exchange, to meet
the British fleet and negotiate the release of an elderly Maryland physician named
Beanes.

Key and Skinner convinced the British that they should free Dr. Beanes

in return for the humane treatment accorded British prisoners of war, but all
three Americans were forced to remain with the enemy fleet during its bombardment
of Fort McHenry.

Key was so inspired by the tattered star-spangled banner which

continued to wave by the dawn's early
become our national anthem.

, that he wrote the poem which has

17

The war ended two months later.

*

*

*

The War of 1812 was the last large-scale conflict to make the Chesapeake
Bay a strategic battle area, although subsequent American wars related in one
way or another to tidewater Maryland.
In 1861 the federal government kept a strong garrison at Fort McHenry, had
troops stationed in Annapolis, and held control over the mouth, headwaters and
tributaries of the Chesapeake.
~~~~~~

The Confederates did manage to capture the steamer

at Point Lookout, although the exploit was managed more by deception

than by force.

The only other notable event on the Bay during the War Between

the States was the famous clash of the ironclads, the South's
North's

~~~~

and the

at Hampton Roads.

For the most part, however, the Civil War as it related to the Chesapeake
was limited to minor skirmishes involving corellary forces, and to a great deal
of illicit trading by which the Confederate army supplied itself with various
goods and cotnmod ities.

18

The Bay remained essentially a mi l i tary highway for
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the North.
During the Spanish-American War the United States Navy's "Flying Squadron"
sailed out of the Bay to hunt the enemy on the high seas.

(In command of the

Squadron ,vas l-linfie ld Scott Schley, born on the banks of the Honocacy River.)
In the first World War ammunition and soldiers were shipped out of Norfolk, and
during both World Wars

ships transported military supplies from the Bay.

Various amphibious naval craft were tested on Chesapeake shores and simulated
beachheads in the 1940's, and four German ships taken as prizes on the

seas

were anchored in the Bay.19
Except for various civil disputes upon its waters, however, the Chesapeake
Bay during the

t\~entieth

century has remained br

serene.
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HILSTACH

168.
16.

Quoted by G. BYRON, THE HAR OF 1812 ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 72 (1960) and 3
SCHARF 121-22.
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17.

The second stanza of "The Star Spangled Banner" is quoted in part at the be
ginning of this section.

Se.£....&~rally

DELAPIAINE, supra note 15 at 79, 3

SCHARl:' 117- 20, and HILS TACH 209-11.

18.

See

~enerally

3 SCHARF 522 and H.N. CHRISTIAN, LIFE AND LIVING IN THE CHESA

PEAKE BAY REGION 5 (1959).
and G. BARRIE, JR., CRUISES:
19.

~

BODINE,

~ra

For some post-Civil Har nostalgia, see R. BARRIE
MAINLY IN THE BAY OE' THE CHESAPEAKE (1909).

note 11 at 13 and 20, and CHRISTIAN,
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note 18.

XII.
PEACETIME SKIRMISHES

"The Lord, and not the State of Maryland,
put the oys te rs the re. "
Boundary disputes between Maryland and Virginia have taken place almost from
their colonial beginnings in the early part of the seventeenth century.

The

charters awarded by the Crown to Lord Culpeper (of the London Company) and to
Lord Baltimore (for the Maryland province) were basically contradictory.

George

Calvert's original grant encompassed a great deal more territory than" that which
is presently Maryland, and included area in what are now Delaware and Pennsylvania.
Some historians have asserted that, by virtue of invalid claims by Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Virginia, some four and one-quarter million acres of the true charter
of Maryland were wrongfully appropriated by her neighbors.
In 1634-1635 Lord Baltimore published his "Relation of Maryland," which purported to describe the rightful boundaries of his palatinate.

l

Philip Calvert

and Edmund Scarborough were appointed in 1661 to effect a settlement of the southern boundary.

Seven years later a line was agreed upon, between landmark trees

on the Pocomoke River and on the shore of Chincoteague Bay near Franklin City.
But despite this early understanding, the controversy over the eastern shore's
point of departure for the boundary line, and over the sovereignty of the Potomac
River, was to remain unsettled for more than two centuries. 2
By the 1700's both Maryland and Virginia were still claiming rights to the
Potomac and Pocomoke Rivers.

Virginia had also taken up the practice of collect-

ing tolls from all vessels entering the Chesapeake Bay through Cape Charles and
Cape Henry, even if they were bound for ports in Haryland.
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When Virginia ratified

its first constitution in June of 1776, various old claims to territory in Penn
sylvania, Maryland and the Carolinas were relinquished-but the right to the
free use and navigation of the Potomac and Pocomoke Rivers was expressly reserved.
Maryland, of course, refused to acquiesce to that

reservatio~.

3

As noted earlier, several conferences between the two states in the late
l770'~

which had been designed to harmonize commercial interests in the Bay and

its tributaries, had failed to produce agreement.

In June of 1784 Virginia urged

renewed negotiations to settle the difficulties, and Maryland consented.

The

fact that Maryland was still especially disturbed by Virginia's tolling practices
is made clear in one of the instructions to its commissioners:
You are to insist that the Commonwealth of Virginia
shall expressly relinquish every claim to impose tolls
on any vessels whatever sailing through the Capes of
Chesapeake Bay to the State of Maryland or returning
from this State through the said Capes, outward bound;
this you are to insist upon as a condition
qua
]£g, and if not acquiesced in by the commissioners from
the commonwealth of Virginia, you are to break up the
conference . • • 4
Commissioners from both governments met in late March of 1785, and a compact
agreeable to both was drawn before the month ended. S
On the whole, the main considerations for the Compact were commercial in
nature, Virginia relinquishing her right to tolls in return for rights of navi
gation in and jurisdiction over the Potomac and Pocomoke Rivers and the Chesapeake
Bay.

(Fishing rights in the Potomac were made common to both states.)

But the

agreement did offer two contributions towards settlement of the long-standing
boundary dispute:

Article Ten mentioned Smith's Point and Watkins' Point as ref

erences for a line across the Chesapeake Bay separating Maryland from Virginia;
and Article Seven gave to the citizens of each state "full property in the shores
of the Potomac adjoining their lands," thereby setting the Potomac boundary line
at the low water mark on the Virginia shore.
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6

Since Maryland and Virginia were but loosely joined under the Articles of
Confederation (1785), and since both states considered themselves sovereign, the
Compact from the beginning had less legal force than moral commitment.

Moreover,

with the adoption of the Commerce Clause in the Federal Constitution (1787), the
prior commercial agreements became largely superceded.
Most of the nineteenth and twentieth century judicial and legislative history relating to the Compact of 1785 was concerned with commercial and fishing
rights, especially along the Potomac River.
boundaries and jurisdiction.

Several cases, however, dealt with

An 1829 decision refused to enjoin the construction

of a dam across the Potomac, holding that the Compact referred only to the tidewater portions of the River.

7

Two later cases pointed out that the provisions

in Article Ten for a citizen of either state to be tried in the courts of his
own state were contingent upon the boundary line being uncertain; but these provisions were rendered ineffective with the drawing of a boundary which was accept· .. 8
a bl e to b ot h Mary 1an d an d Vlrglnla.
That agreement did not come until 1877.

Twenty-five years earlier the two

states had appointed commissioners to retrace and mark a proper boundary line
between Smith's Point and the Atlantic Ocean, but negotiations were discontinued
with the outbreak of the Civil War.

In 1872 and 1873 numerous meetings between

the commissioners resulted in a decision to submit the question to binding outside arbitration.

9

On January 16, 1877. the arbitrators issued their report.

The Potomac River was placed within the jurisdiction of Maryland, the southern
boundary of the state to be at the low water mark on the Virginia side (as measured from one headland to another, without reference to indentations, creeks
or rivers.) 10
Thus ended the longest-standing controversy between the sister states on
the Chesapeake.

It had lasted nearly two hundred and fifty years.
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But contentions were renewed during the twentieth century, and culminated
in 1957 with Maryland's complete repeal of the Compact of 1785.

The repealing

lation reads in part:
Whereas, the'citizens and law enforcement personnel
of the State of Virginia have callously and
disregarded, disobeyed and interfered with the enforcement
of laws regulating the acquisition, preservation and conservation of natural resources in the Potomac River, and
Whereas, the State .of Maryland has requested the
State of Virginia to cooperate in the preservation of
these natural resources of the Potomac River ~vhich the
State of Virginia has effectively refused to do, all of
which is to the mutual detriment of the citizens of both
States, and
Whereas, the State of Virginia has clear
demonstrated
its unwillingness and open refusal to cooperate in the enforcement of existing laws and to
new laws for the
effective enforcement of the preservation and conservation
of these valuable natural resources, and
Whereas, the State of Virginia has c
demonstrated
its intention to disregard and flout the r
of the
State of Maryland as owner of the bed of the Potomac River
and to interfere with the lawful
of the State of
Maryland and its citizens
[Now, therefore, the Compact of 1785 is repealed.]

*

*

Closely related to the boundary

11

*
were various co ld and walill wars

that involved the taking of fish and oysters from the Bay.

In the early years

the colonists saw little need to conserve the Chesapeake's bountiful supply of
seafood.

But by the start of the nineteenth century, the Maryland and Virginia

Assemblies were beginning to express concern over the indiscriminate depletion
of some choice oyster beds.
the manner in which oysters were

V=rginia first passed an act

to be taken from its waters in 1810, and in 1818 restricted the exportation of
oysters from the Commonwealth

where they were taken from the Potomac and
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Pocomoke Rivers, which were held in common with Maryland).l2

In 1820, Maryland

made it unlawful to take or export oysters by persons who had not resided in the
state for at least twelve months.
oyster dredging were

13

Various statutes which further regulated

by both states during the 1830's.14

Most of the early oyster

1ation was conspicuously lacking in effective

enforcement, and the regulations were widely and openly flaunted.

In l86S the

Maryland Assembly passed a law requiring oyster dredgers to be licensed, but local
sheriffs found this as difficult to enforce as the other oyster laws.

Finally,

in 1868, a State Oyster Police Force was established and outfitted with a steamer
and

s~veral

fast sloops and schooners.

The boats were equipped with small arms,

and their captains with a substantial number of statutes to enforce.
The task was very often a frustrating one.

According to an 1887 issue of

Goode's Fishery Industries of the United States, there were simply too many oystermen and too few policemen:
It is now rarely the case that a dredger can be
found who will admit that he believes there is anything
wrong in disregarding the oyster laws and such a thing
as being disgraced among his fellow workmen by imprisonment for violation of the laws is totally unknown. In
the above' facts will be found sufficient reasons why it
has been impossible for the oyster police, since its
first organization, to enforce the laws. Seven hundred
well-manned, fast sailing boats, scattered over such a
large area as the Chesapeake Bay, are rather difficult
to watch, and espeCially at night. lS
During the last two decades of the nineteenth century there were numerous
pitched battles between oyster tongers and dredgers (dredging was forbidden in
many parts of the Bay), and among dredgers, oyster pirates, and the police.

All

of the watermen seemed to share a concerted disliking for the patrol boats.

After

the Award of 1877, when Maryland was forced to yield some 23,000 acres of the
best oyster bottoms to Virginia, Smith Islanders continued to dredge in defiance

•

of both states.

One notable skirmish occurred in the Choptank River in 1888,
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when the greatly outnumbered patrol boats succeeded in breaking up an illegal
operation by ramming the line of defense which had been set up by the allied
oystermen.
Politics have always played a large part in the cold wars Over oysters.
Both good and bad oystermen held votes in the

~wryland

and the infighting was more often stalemated than not.

and Virginia Assemblies,
Laws relating to fish-

ing rights in the Potomac and Pocomoke Rivers as well as in the Bay itself were
passed throughout the nineteenth century, and various agencies to study, regulate and control Maryland and Virginia fisheries have been established in the
twentieth. 16

But the famous Chesapeake Bay oyster remains the item around which

most of the controversies have arisen.
oysters are scarcer and
laws as ever.

dredge~oats

During the twentieth century, even though

fewer, there seem to be just as many scoff-

The Haryland Harine Police have tried to keep pace by adding to

their forces faster and more sophisticated equipment, including aircraft.

Never-

theless, conservationists point out that "the problem is likely to remain unsolved so long as healthy oysters continue to grow in Chesapeake waters and the
philosophy of some watermen remains unchanged."

17

Just as important as the political and legal aspects of the oyster wars are
the emotional and historical factors.

An 1894 issue of Harper's Weekly noted

that:
The Chesapeake Bay, with its thousands of square miles
of surface, and its hundreds of miles of tributaries,
has more than 600,000 acres of oyster bottom which have
for years supported nearly 50,000 people. The supply
was so magnificent that exhaustion was thought to be
impossible. And so ,,,hen the State found it necessary
to pass and enforce certain regulations, the bolder of
the fishermen looked upon the action as an interference
with the laws of Providence which was not to be tolerated. To many of them the taking of oys ters ,.here the
State said they should be let alone \-las not a crime and
they were ready to fight for what they believed to be
their rights. This resulted in serious differences of
opinion which were emphaSized by powder and shot, and
embittered by bloodshed. IS
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Although a good deal of live

a~nunition

was expended during the skirmishes, it

was seldom used accurately, and enough lead was wasted "to supply sinkers for
all the fishing lines along the Atlantic Coast.

In the 30 years of oyster wars

only about 50 men have been killed, and the wounded would not reach 50 more.,,19
Those totals were increased substantially in the following year (1895), when a
battle in Woman's Marsh between rival oystermen produced many casualties.

Not

until 1910, when several more choice beds became overworked and unproductive,
waS there some letup in the skirmishing.

Nevertheless, piracy and disease were

to cause continued depletion of the Bay's oyster crop during the first half of
the twentieth century.

20

From the point of view of those who make and enforce the laws, the oystermen
are an obstinate and immoral lot.

To the watermen, "The Lord, and not the State

of Maryland, put the oys ters there."

21

Conservation officials and oys termen con-

tinue to regard one another with a salty mixture of pathos and contempt.

Gilbert

Byron's poem, "The Duel," poses a fanciful though perhaps typical confrontation:
WatermanNo thanks, His ter, I don't beg,
Or bend my leg,
Just for a handout.
I've sailed the bay
Nigh t,ve n ty ye ar ,
In calm, in storm,
In bloody fear,
I'll steal what the Good Lord
Planted he re,
You see,
I'm free.
Conservation Official (departing)Poor fool.
Waterman (to himself)Damn foo1. 22
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* Notes

XII.

*

PEACETIHE SKIR!.'1ISHES

1.

I SCHARP 235, 259.

2.

1 SCHARF 262, and E.B. MATHEI'iS and W.A. NELSON. REPORT ON '11m LOCATION OF
THE BOUNDARY LINE ALONG TIlE POTOMAC RIVER BE1WEEN VIRGINIA AND J:.IARYLAND 2-3

(1928).

Scharf claims that, even under the 1668 agreement, Maryland lost

some 15,000 acres it had rightfully held under the original charter.
3.

Maryland 1 s

of the

claim was overruled by the Supreme Court

in Maryland v. West Virginia, 217 U.S. 577 (1910), which held that, by the
Compact of 1785, Maryland had assented to Virginia's

("citizens of

each state shall have full property on the shores of the Potomac and adjoin
ing their lands"),

For a complete history of events leading to the Compact

of 1785 and of cases construing it aftelvlards, see Barnes v. State, 186 Hd.
287, 47 A.2d 50 at 53-62 (1946) and infra footnote 7.
4.

Quoted by C.N. EVERSTINE, MARYLAND IN IAi-l AND HISTORY 1 (1964) and 2 SCHARF
529.

5.

See EVERSTU1E, supra note 4 at 1- 2 and 2 SCHARF 530.

Mary land ,,,as

at the meeting, held at Mount Vernon, by Daniel St. Thomas .renifer, Thomas
Stone and Samuel Chase.

Virginia sent George Mason and Alexander Henderson.

The Compact provided substantially as follows:
I. Virginia disclaimed all
to impose any
toll, duty or charge, prohibition or restraint, on any
vessel sailing through the capes of Chesapeake Bay
trading to or from Maryland; that the waters of the
Chesapeake Bay and tte river Pocoi:loke within the
limits of
be for ever considered common
highway, free for the use of vesse Is owned in Nary
land, or carrying on corn;nerce with the State or its
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citizens; that all such vessels should enter the
waters of Virginia without the payment of port
duties or any other
, and that the vessels
of Maryland should have free lU1Vj.gation in any part
of the Stale.
II. The State of Maryland confers the same
privileges on vessels trad
to or from Virginia,

III. Vessels of war
State, to be free of all

of either

IV. Vessels not
forty feet keel,
nor fifty tons burthen, O1voed in either State, ,V'ith
a permit from the naval officer from which they
depart, might trade in either Sta~e, free of charge;
provided they only have on board the produce of the
said States.
V. All merchant vessels (except those described in the IV Article),
the Potomac
were to clear at some naval officer on the river
in one or both States; and if entered in both
States, were subject to tonnage in each State in
proportion to the merchandise carried to or from
the said State,
VI. The Potomac to be a Cotnr<1on highway to
citizens of the United States and those in amity
with ttte same States,
to or from Virginia
to Haryland.
VII. Toe citizens of Maryland and Virginia,
respectively, to have full property in the shores
of the Potomac, adjoining their lands, with all
emoluffients etc., with the
of running out
wharves or any other
, so as not to obstru('t the navigation; but the right of fishing ,las
to be common to and aqua
by the citizens
of both States; provided
did not interfere with
the £i8h0rie5, seines 01: nets on the shores of the
other.
VIII. All laws for the preservation of fish,
navi.gation, quarantine, etc., to be made with the
consent of both States,
IX. Light-houses, beacons, buoys, signals, etc.,
to be erected and maintained upon Chesapeake Bay, between the sea and the (;'tOtl ths of the rivers Potomac and
Pocomoke, at the expense of both States; also those
on the Potomac. Virginia to pay three-fifths, and
Maryland the remainder,
X.

For the trial of persons charged with piracy.
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XI. For the libelling of vessels for debt; ab
sconding criminals, debtors, etc,
XII. Persons owning lands in one State and
residing in the other, had liberty to transport to
their own State the produce o~ such lands, etc.,
free of duty.
XIII. TIlese articles to be laid before the
Legislature of each State for its adoption, upon
which they ,yere to be confirmed and ratified by a
law of each State, and \yere never to b'e repealed or
altered by either, without the consent of the other.
- 2 SCHARF 531.

TI1e original text of the Compact is found in 1 MAXCY. THE LAWS OF MARYLAND.
;692-1807 at 536.
6.

EVERSTlNE, supra note 4 at 29-34.

7.

Binney's Case, 2 Bland 95 (!Md. 1829).

See EVERSTINE, supra note 4 at 6-7.

For other cases construing the Compact, see Negro Delilah

v. Jacobs,

4 Cranch CC Reports 238 (1832); Georgetown v. Alexandria Canal Company, 37
U.S. (12 Pet.) 91 (1838); State v. Hoofman, 9 Hd. 28 (1856); Hendricks v.

Virginia, 75 Va. 934 (1882); Potomac Steamboat Co. v. Upper Potomac Co., 109
U,S, 672 (1884); Biscoe v. Maryland, 68 Md,

Marsh

~.,

29l~.

12 A. 25 (1888); E2S...£arte

57 Fed. 719 (1893); Wharton v. Wise, 153 U.S. 155 (1894); Mor

ris v. United States, 174 U.S. 196 (1899); Harine Railway Company v. United
States, 257 U.S. 47 (1921); Herald v. United States, 284 Fed. 927 (1922);
Middleknuff v. leCompte, 149 Md. 621, 132 A. 48 (1926); Washington Airport

v. Smoot Sand Co., 44 F.2d 342 (1.930); and Barnes v. State. 186 Md. 287,47
A .2d 50 (1946).

Legislative enactments relating to Chesapeake and Potanac fisheries are
discussed infra at pp. 73-75.
8.

Ex parte Marsh et a1., 57 Fed. 719 (1893) and Barnes v. State., 186 Hcl. 287,
47 A.2d 50 (1946).

EVERSTlNE, supra note 4 at 15-16.
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9.

By agreement neither state could by decision of the arbitrators deprive the

other of rights and privileges enumerated in the Compact of 1785,
ch. 247 (1874); and VA, ACTS ch. 135 (1874).

HD, hl\HS

The arbitrators chosen Here

Jeremiah S. Black (United States Attorney General, Secretary of State);

~vi1-

Ham Alexander Graham (United States Senator, Secretary of the Navy); Charles
Jones Jenkins (Governor of Georgia).

Graham, then Governor of Georgia, was

replaced upon his death by Jrunes B. Beck (United States Senator from Kentucky).
§ca Mathevls and Nelson, s.u12ra note 2 at lj.-ll; and 1 SCHARF 262-65.

•

10.

A,vard of 1877; ratified by Congress on Harch 3, 1879, 20 Stat, l,81.
current Potomac River Statutes, see }lD,

Am~,

For the

CODE art. 66C, § 261A (1957);

MD. ANN. CODIs art. 66C, § 704 (1957); HD. ANN, CODE art. 43, § 407 (1957);
VA. CODE ANN, § 7.1-7 (1950); VA. CODE Al'-l"'N. § 28.1-203 (1950); VA, CODE Al\TN.
§§ 28.1-204 to 226 (1950); and VA. CODE ANN. §§ 62.1-M to 69 (1950).

11.

HD. LAWS ch, 766 (1957).

12.

VA, ACTS ch. 17 (1810); and VA. ACTS ch, 32 (1818).

13.

HD. LI\\ifS ch. 24 (1820).

Virginia passed the same qualification in VA. ACTS

ch. LtD (1820).
Ilf.

MD, LAHS ch. 87 (1829); MD' LAHS ch. 249 (1831); HD. LA\{S eh, 265 (1832).
and l'ID, LAHS ch. 254 (1832); VA. ACTS ch. 192 (1831); and VA, ACTS ch. 81f
(1832),
The basi.c version of the present concurrent laws on taking oysters from
the Potomac River, uhich recognized rights under the Compact of 1785, ",as
enacted by both states 1n 1884.
405 (1884).

.

IS,

MD' LAWS ch. 76 (1884); and VA. ACTS ch.

MD, LAHS ch, 766 (1957).

See generall,Y. R,ll. BURGESS, llUS
CaTI11an, The Orir1!..n

anc~.9.EY

~MS

CHESAPEAKE BAY 136-39 (1963); and

J.~~

of the Mar,x1and }larine .!'o!ice, 42 MARYIAND

CONSERVATIONIS1' 12-16 (July-August 1965).
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16.

Se!:. MD. LAHS Resolution 44 (1316); MD. LAHS eh. 279 (1831); MD, LAHS eh.
134 (1832);

f.1D. A~'N.

CODE art. 41, §§

12~21.

The

Commission of Fisheries was

created in 1874 to study and report on all state fish resources.
VA. ACTS ch. 80 (1831); VA, ACTS ch. 90 (1842); VA. ACTS ch. 71 (1843); and
VA. ACTS ch. 280 (1860).

17.

BURGESS.

18.

38 HARPERS HEEKLY 95 (1894).

~ra

note 14 at 139.

19.
20.

~

H. FOOTNER. RIVERS OF T"dE EASTERN SHORE 90-91 (1944).

The vertical files

of the Maryland Room at the Enoch Pratt Free Li.brary in Baltimore contain
a voluminous body of material concerning the Chesapeake Bay's oyster industry.

especially under "Oyster Culture-Lmvs and Regulations."
particular interest Bay be found in the

Articles of

Sun (Balt:i.more), i,larch 7,
Sunday Stur

1939,

~Jashington),

and the Sunday

December 14., 1947,
Sun Magazine (Baltimore), February 2, 1969.
2l.

From G. BYRON, The Lord's 0;r:sters, THESE CHESAPEAKE HEN 114-17 (1942).

22.

From G. BYRON, The Duel, THESE CHESAPEAKE MEN 137-38 (1942).
(cited in footnotes 21 and 22) are recommended.
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Both poems

XIII.
CONCLUSION

The long and varied history of the Chesapeake Bay serves to emphasize its
continued importance in the economy and sociology of Maryland and Virginia.

From

the earliest explorations to the present day, the Chesapeake has remained a commercial center for the world and an historical treasury for the nation.

The past

is filled with battles fought, freedoms won and prosperity gained upon Chesapeake
Bay waters.

Hopefully its future will be as significant and colorful.
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